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heme:

estructuring For Quality

■
Highly screened, qualiFied and knowledgeable speakers
■
Outstanding program of the highest quality
■
More than 80 PDHs to select from
■
2,500 attendees expected
■
145 exhibitors

■
Keynote address by J. M. Juran
:.a;~~~,
.,,...
1. M. Duran, Chairman Emeritus, Duran Institute, has since 1924 pursued a varied
career in manahement as en~,Tineer, inc~ustria~ executive, ~;overni~~ent administrator,

university professor•, iirpartial labor arbitrati>r, corporate director, and management
consultant. His career has been marked (~y a search for the underlying principles which
are common to all managerial activity. Applied to the specialty of management for
quality, his search has produced Icadinh international reference literature.
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of "1904 Worlds Fair"
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special interest
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...it would .have been
unfathomable to conceive
of EAP form and function
being molded by world
events broadcast on the
network news, such as the

NOT SO
~o~~
•~•

European Community's

moves toward free trade. After al I many EAPs,just a decade
ago, were struggling programs sequestered in their work
organizations.The term "EAP" had never reached the ears
of the average American citizen.
What a difference a decade makes! EAPs are firmly
anchored in American business and industry. At the same
time, the world's ports of call are opening to more international commerce. Consequently, the prospects for international EAP development appear to be changing, especially
in Europe. Instead of idle banter about how far behind
European EAPs are compared to the U.S. and whether this
American invention is even compatible with work practices
in Europe, more matter-of-fact speculation is questioning
what genre EAPs will take overseas.
In this issue, Konstantin von Vietinghoff, director of an
occupational consulting firm based in Brussels, shares his
views from inside the European Community about EAP's
prospects. It is accompanied by a sidebar article on the
political, economic and commercial redefining of the 12country European Community. The Exchange also interviews Vaughn Mosher, EAPA's International Region Representative, who works in Bermuda. Observing the developments of the U.S. and Europe from an island-nation in
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between, Vaughn comments on his experiences
in speaking to European
audiences about EAPs.
Additional articles are
from Canadian Region rep-

Brenda
resentative
Broughton, who describes Canadian EAPs based on a survey
of practitioners, and John Burns, whose advice to U.S. multinationals seeking to export their EAP models to overseas
affiliates is well worth reading. Additional articles on international EAP development will follow in coming issues.
TWO OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE in this issue: First, a special

public policy section—henceforth a regular feature in the
Exchange—begins on page 22. Second, a draft of EAPA's
revised Bylaws is presented by EAPA's Bylaws Committeeto
members for review. It is prefaced by an article explaining
thedraft Bylaws'development,with remarksfrom committee
chair Jim Roth. The proposed Bylaws is not offered for
revision, butfor approval bythe individual, voting members
at the Annual Business Meeting in St. Louis.
SPEAKING OF ST. LOUIS,advance registration forthe 20th
EAPA National Conference has exceeded projections. Those

of you who would like to attend but have not registered in
advance may do so on site. It will be well worth the price
of admission!
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FROM THE
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9~
by Thomas J. Delaney, Jr., CEAP
EAPA Executive Director

Imost all employee assistance
programs have a prevention
component. Whenever I think
of the prevention aspects of EAPs,
think of a meeting many years ago.
was representing the New York State
alcoholism program ata meeting of all
the programs which came under the
jurisdiction of the New York State
Department of Mental Hygiene. It
came my turn to explain the priorities
of the alcoholism division. We had
just organized a prevention bureau
which included EAPs. The commissioner, Dr.Alan Miller, interrupted my
presentation with the question, "Mr.
Delaney, just what is it you are trying
to prevent?"
In the traditional public health
scheme of primary, secondary and
tertiary prevention, EAPs have often
been seen as secondary prevention
activities. Simply put, EAPs were responsible for designing and implementingsystems that identified workers who already had a disease (often
alcoholism or drug addiction) and
helping them to identify ways to reverse their path to ill health. Sometimes, this would just mean pointing
out to the employee the negative consequences of the use of the substance
and s/he would change behavior on
their own. More often, the EAP staff
could have a few meetings with the
worker and coach him or her to react
differently to situations in which s/he
would habitually drink too much.
More often than not, however, by
the time the employee's condition got
to the point where s/he came to the
EAP,the person required the help of a
community resource. It could have
been a referral to a self-help group,
such as Alcoholics Anonymous. As
EAPs became better known, employees came to them for assistance in
dealing with family problems that
were bothering them, and referrals
were also made to AI-Anon and tradi-

~'
tional communitysupportsystems like
their church. Others would be referred to outpatient resources includingmental health clinics,familyservice
agencies and private clinicians from
the professions of social work, alcoholism counseling, psychology or
psychiatry.
As the inpatient treatment system
developed, EAPs were also able to
refer employees in the early stages of
the diseases to them. It also provided
EAPs with a resource to intervene at

the tertiary level with the much sicker
employee. These were the employees
whom it used to be thought were
hopeless. Now, with the great knowledge accumulated by these treatment
centers during the years of their existence and the skills of professionals
highly trained in treating addictions,
this population can be rescued and
returned to productive employment
and healthy life styles. It is not always
easy, and sometimes "tough love" or
the I i mits ofth ird-party resources means
that the EAP has to let go of them
before success can occur.
PRIMARY PREVENTION
But what about primary prevention?
believe that EAPs have a major contribution to make in this arena. Indeed,
there are models, working examples
and studies which point this out. Unfortunately, in my opinion, EAPs have
not devoted enough attention to their
role in primary prevention. There are
probably a number of reasons for this.
They include the pressure to help
management and deal with the immediate problems of the troubled
employee,thewillingnessofthe insuranceindustry and benefits administrators to pay for treatment but not prevention, and the resulting need to tap
other accounts to pay for prevention,
the perceived threat of prevention by
decisions makers to their personal life
styles, and the tendency of the drug
addiction field to embrace neo-temperanceand "Just Say No" campaigns

instead of well-thought-out primary
prevention strategies.
Another problem for EAPs in developing primary prevention efforts
has been their confusion with wellness
and health promotion campaigns.
These are designed to maintain the
healthy popu lation that is of I ittle or no
risk of alcoholism or drug addiction.
For that matter,the target popu lation is

"Unfortunately, in my
opinion, E~lPs have not
devoted enough
attention to primary
prevention."
at generally low risk for any immed iate
health problems. These are people
who tend to take care of themselves
anyway. So it is a popular fringe benefitbut, by itself, is not part of a strategy
to prevent alcoholism and drug abuse
among workers. Because of their
popularity and the stigma that still
attached to chemical addiction, top
management may also figure that it
would ratherspend moneyon wellness
or health promotion than even addiction-prevention efforts.
Such a decision is short-sighted.
Although the incidence of addiction
maydiffer in differentgroups,thereare
people at risk and there are people
who will develop problems. Alcoholism and drug abuse prevention programscan target educational and lifestyle efforts before the disease manifests itself.
A truly drug-free workplace campaign is one such tactic. In Spirits and
Demons at Work, which Trice and
Roman wrote nearly 20 years ago,the
chapter on drug abuse describes such
a policy. It did not advocate drug
testing, government intervention or
witch hunts that would later would
become associated with the drug-free
workplace. Instead, it simply pointed
out that illegal drugs and the workplaceareincompatible. Theemployer
SEPTEMBER 1991
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and union need to make that clear
through theEAP. Thepolicyshouldbe
unambiguous and widely publicized.
The power of peer pressure is very
important and EAP prevention efforts
should reinforce the health and safety
concerns of the vast majority of employees who do not want their fellow
employees to do drugs.
Sincealcohol ismuch morewidely
abused than illegal drugs, the EAP
should strongly discourage the misuse
of it in the work force. Alcohol and

work do not mix and the EAP should
make su re thatcompany policy is clear
on this and that employees know it. A
hangover or bad stomach as a resu It of
a weekend party, annual picnic or any
celebration is not a laughing matter. It
is deviant behavior and the employee
should be expected to work. If s/he is
too ill to work, the medical system
should be such that there is no doubt
in the employee's mind as tothe cause
of h is or her sickness. If there is a crew,
office or location that has a reputation

Dick Bickerton departs from EAPA staff

One

of EAPA's longtime staff members, Richard
Bickerton, who worked as the association's ~nformation officer, departed from EAPA staff recently. In
the early 1980s, Dick was editor of THE ALMACAN,
which later became the Exchange. He was rehired in
1986to develop the Clearinghouse for EAP Information,
today called the EAPA Resource Center. He also wrote
press releases for members, the media and outside
organizations, maintained EAPA's extensive library of
videotapes, and coordinated public policy activities. He has worked in the
alcoholism/drug abuse field since 1971. Dick,a CEAP,also received his MS
degree from Lesley College with a concentration in substance abuse
program management.
EAPA wishes Dick the best of luck in his future endeavors.

Giving credit where credit's due
~he photograph of
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~
,~.;.,
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~ ~' "~~~
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Chapter's Conference
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J ~-'
Committee onourJuly
~
+,~A j~`~ ~
'~ ~ ~,°
cover was expertly
~' '~
~ ~R~(~`4i~~
taken by St. Louis
photographer Jim
t~
~;,
-~ ~
~ ~ `.
, ., Visser. The chapter
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The ExchangethanksChristian Hospital Northwest in St. Louis for paying
the photographer's expenses, and chapter member Virginia Grady for
arranging the photo shoot.
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for hard drinking, this needs to be
addressed and not tolerated, just as
any other working condition that is a
health risk. We should not overlook
the educational opportunities around
times when at-risk employees are underpressuretodrink,such asholidays,
paydays and times of stress.
As EAPs have increased, we have
had to adapt to different work settings
and. differing support from labor and
management. Some programs are
stretched awfully thin and seem to
only have the resources to deal with
the already ill. There are many good
models to follow. Certainly, the auto
industry is one. Not only by having
EAP staff at every location, but by
identifying separate workplace functions from assessment and referral,
their workers see EAP people "on the
floor" and the EAP is able to intervene,
not only with individual troubled employees, but to encourage healthy
group behavior. Not every work site
has the characteristics of the auto industry. However, EAPA has adopted
EAP standards. We will all be better
off if we endorse them because it will
support our efforts to have staff do the
full range of EAP functions, including
prevention, and be a way to check our
►~
own program efforts.

Members: Now is time to
send changes for directory
hanged jobs, office location or
phone number lately? EAPA's
membership department asks that updates besent to EAPA headquarters for
inclusion in the 1992 Membership
Directory. Thebestwaytoaccomplish
this is by completing a "Change of
Address" card in the back of the 1991
Membership Directory.
Some members have notified EAPA
headquarters of a change of address
using the U.S. Postal Service's form.
That form does not provide room for a
phone number,however.Members who
have sent those forms are asked to mail
theircurrent number,unlesstheywould
like it unpublished.
AI I changes must be received by the
office on or before October 18, 1991.
They should be mailed to EAPA headquarters or faxed to (703) 522-4585.

C~
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ON THE
LABOR FRONT

EDC Labor Luncheon Highlights

The

Eastern District Conference continued its outstanding tradition of
labor luncheons on Monday, June
24 in Washington, DC. A packed house
watched laborfetespecial individualswho
have invested their careers in helping the
labormovementestablishprograms. Here
are some ofthe quotesthat made the 1991
Labor Luncheon a memorable event.
U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum
the special guest speaker
"You don't solve problems by just throwing people in
jail and sending them to capital punishment. The
problems of our society are much more complicated
than that. WhaYs happening our in the streets of
America related to drug and alcohol abuse are much
more complicated than making a law or implementing testing...What do you do about these problems?
How do you help that person? With the kind of
cooperative employee assistance program that helps
workers when they face problems of this kind."
Edward J. Carlough, Sheet Metal Worker's
International Association
winner of the Edward J. Small Award
"All we're doing in our industry, with the help of our
contractors, is what a union's supposed to do. When
someone's in trouble, seek them out and offer
help...(Under the SMWIA-SMACNA joint drug testing guidelines) if there's a probable cause, you can
test. But there's got to be a local EAP in place to help
a fellow brother or sister. That's what we do; we offer
help." (See article on the sheet metal industry's drug
testing program, May issue, pp. 21-22.)
Mickey Diamond, Steamfitter Industry
Assistance Program
1991 Labor Award winner
"I don't think any of us would be here today if it wasn't
for a doctor and a stockbroker in 1935 who started
Alcoholics Anonymous. I know none of us would be
here today if it wasn't for Senator Hughes, who started
NIAAA. I had the honor of going to the Rutgers
Summer School of Alcohol Studies. It was there that

met Don Godwin(of NIAAA)and the late WiI I Foster.
Don told me about EAPs. He planted the seed and
went back to New York and worked to get EAPs
developed."
Carmine Gaustella, National Maritime Union
1991 Labor Award winner
"Years ago, at an Eastern Region Conference in
Philadelphia,some of us from labor held a meeting to
talk about our programs. It was said that we must be
gluttons for punishment because we got up in the
middle of the night to talk. Even the staff that served

st. LOUIS

From left to right: Sen. Howard Metzenbaum
presents the Edward J. Small Award to Ed
Carlough; AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Tom
Donahue praises Carlough for his work support
of EAPs; and Don Skaarup present a labor
award to Mickey Diamond.
us breakfast was half asleep, but we'd be there talking
among ourselves. We asked ourselves,'Why do we
have to meet so early in the morning? Why don't we
have a Labor Luncheon?' So thaYs what we've done
ever since."
i~

November 8 & 9

COMBINING THE EAP &TPA
Why should employers pay twice the cost of an EAP to have third
party administrator (TPA) and utilization review (UR) firms do what
the EAP has already done?
Member eligibility? The EAP did that.
Provider eligibility? The EAP picked the provider.
Valid diagnosis? The EAP made the assessment.
Actual services delivered? EAP's do followup.
Write the check. That's not hard,
Two days on ending patched systems that are redundant, expensive,
difficult to administer, confusing and often don't work for the client.
Learn how to design, present and manage an integrated system.

Lee Wenzel
Managed Care Systems
8666 Westwind Circle
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

(612) 944-2699
The S365 fee (S395 if register after Oct. 1) includes hardcopy of
over 50 slides for your notes or back home presentations.
Seminar outline available, Registration deposit S50,

For EAP's, Benefit Managers,Occupational Health Managers

A clear alternative to at-risk contracts, PPO's and UR.
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labor and Treatment Tracks:
Ascend ing to new heighis through
Qualityprogr~r~r~ing

onsider the educational component of EAPA's 20th
NationalConferencefrom an a viator'sperspective:the45
workshopsacrossfive tracks will be in differentorbits, but
theirflights willconsistentlycriss-crossaroundthecentraltheme
of"Restructuring for Quality." The chairs and cochairs ofthe
Labor and Research tracks, with assistance from Program

Committee member-at-large Bruce Goya, .are taking their
respective tracks tonewaltitudesintermsofQuality. Theynot
only culled the proposals for presentations for the ones most
pertinentto the conference theme,they invited otherdynamic
professionals from outside of the EAP field to be presenters.
Here are the highlights ofbo[h tracks.

■
labor Track
with G.M."Red" Roe and Gary Maltbia
Attendees of the 20th EAPA National Conference interested in labor issues will have the luxury of
choice. The Labor Track workshops will be about the operation
of labor and labor-management assistance programs, as well as other
dynamic presentations outside of
the commonly-thought-of EAP
orbit.
One of these presentations will
be in the workshop entitled "Cultural Diversity and Community Relations." In anunprecedented move
by EAPA, a workshop presentation
will be made by a renowned community activist, the Reverend Cecil
WilliamsofGlideMemorial United
MethodistChurch inSan Francisco.
Another workshop will take attendees behind the closed doors of
collective bargaining. Labor-management EAPsare most often started
as the result of labor-management
agreements instead of the progeny
of bargaining. However, an activity vital to EAP success—benefits
planning—is resolved at the bargainingtable. SinceEAPsaremore
frequently being invited to private.
planning sessions on benefits, an

10
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advanced workshop entitled "Benefits Design and Collective Bargaining" will be a matter of direct
personal interest to many EAP professionals. There will be specially
invited speakers from labor and
management.
One way of helping to keep
chemical dependency costs down
is through the most prudent use of
self-help groups. Another invited
guest speaker is Nancy Carlson of
the National Council on Alcoholism &Drug Dependency in Kansas
City. She will provide guidance for
EAP professionals on using this vital tool for abstinence and longterm recovery.
Another labor-management
program that will be featured during the Labor Track will be the
NBPA-NBA program for professionalbasketball players. Speaking
on behalfofthe National Basketball
Players Association will be former
NBA star John Lucas and NBPA
executive director Charles
Grantham.
Another i nvited guest is Dorothy
North, CEO of the Vitality Center,
who will discuss purchasing pro-

eider services as a managed care
strategy in a union environment.
She wi I I be joined by Charla Parker,
who operates a program for the
Teamsters.
Other Labor Track programs wi
address mental health, addictions,
aftercare, employee consultation
committees, effective trauma response, and Quality improvement
for change and growth.
Red Roe and Gary Maltbia
are proud to present a carefully

crafted track on current issues.
Today's labor movement is progressive,innovative and working
as partners with management in
finding new ways to move industry forward.
Of special interest to labor representatives and other conference
attendees, a Labor Program will be
held on Saturday, November 9.
Directing the festivities will be Labor Committee chair Thom
Murgitroyde. Special sessions will
be held on how EAPs can help law
enforcement professionals cope
with stress and the professionalism
movement in labor. All conference
attendees are welcome to attend.

DIRECTOR .PERSONNEL
COUNSELING SERVICE

Research Track
with Terry Blum (Chair) and Nathan Bennett (Assistant Chair)
Research will, unquestionably, be a vital part of the apparatus that drives EAP development in the 1990s. Inasmuch
as EAPA continues to work toward publication of the first
edition of its research journal,
the Research Track is still the
primaryfuel linethrough which
researchers disseminate new

and valuable data to EAPs and
people in other related professions.
The Treatment Track chair
and assistant chair, Terry Blum
and Nathan Bennett, placed a
priority on completed research
papers. With assistance from
Bruce Goya,they evaluated the
Quality of papers by judging
whether research methodologies were sound and results
were valid.
The Research Trackwill land
right on target with its topics.
Managed care is scrutinizing
treatment outcomes as it has
never been done before, and
five research workshops specificallyaddress managed care
and treatment. Theywill impart
findings on:
• Health benefits utilization
control in coordination with
EAP.

• Managed care's implications for the development of
benefits vital for EAP operation.
• Alcoholism treatment and
health care costs (advanced
workshop).
• Treatment efficacy for
mental health and alcoholism.
• The effectiveness of inpatient treatment vs. Alcoholics
Anonymous (advanced workshop).
Two other advanced presentations will share results
from landmark projects in the
EAP field: the "Florida Project,"
by which EAPs have been accredited in one state under a
NIDA-funded project; and a
"core technology" for wellness

programs developed by the research team of Erfurt &Foote,
which the presenters claim can
dovetail with EAP's Core Tecl~nology.
Other research presentations
will address the enforcement of
workplace substance use policies
and the U.S. Post Office Drug
Screening Project (advanced).
The specially invited presenters have impeccable credentials in their fields of expertise. They are: Harold Holder,
in alcoholism
research;
Genevieve Ames, in prevention
research; Jacques Normand, in
drug-testing and other areas of
workplace research; and Diana
Chapman Walsh in treatment
research.
This year's Research Track will
take attendees to new heights of
understanding about EAP and related fields.
These articles, combined
with our preconference coverage in the last two issues, completes the Exchange's review of
the five conference tracks,
which are Internal EAPs, External EAPs, Treatment, Labor and
Research.
The
Program
Committee, cochaired by Mary
Bernstein and Greg DeLapp, will
take attendees over territory fa-

miliar to business and labor decision makers, but just now
being charted by the EAP field.
Dr. J.M. Duran will get us airborne on Sunday, November 10
with his explanation of how
Quality is applied in the world
of work, and behind him will be
a payload of perhaps the most
substantive workshop program
ever crated and packaged for
delivery by EAPA.. This year's
workshop program will be your
ticket to the state-of-the-art and
the future of employee assistance programming. We hope
to see you there—It's going to
be a Quality meeting!

Directs the clinical and administrative
functions of aUniversity-wide employee
assistance program which emphasizes
the treatment of substance abuse and
alcoholism. Formulates policy, goals
and objectives, and budgetary needs.
Provides services to University employees and their families to include the
evaluation, diagnosis and formulation of
treatment within the service or by referral. Develops and conducts research
studies to evaluate the effectiveness of
services and programs. Plans and conducts inservicetraining programs. Providesconsultation tomanagement concerning employee problems. Establishes and maintains working relationships with community resources available through public and private agencies.
Requires a combination of education
and experience equivalent to a doctoral
degree in clinical psychology,social work
or other counseling related disciplines
with current (or pending) licensure in
New Jersey. Extensive professional
counseling experience, preferably in
substance abuse and alcoholism required. Experience must include administrationand program development,
preferably in a university environment.
Must possess superior communication
skills and a high energy level. Active
membership in an employee assistance
program organization and certification
as an employee assistance professional
strongly preferred.
Salary $49,520-$66,989, depending on
experience, plus a comprehensive ben•
efit package. Please send resume indicating Ref. No. 067 to
THE STATE UNIVERSIN OF NEW JERSEY

RI,ITGER~S
Division of Personnel Services
Piscataway, NJ 08855
Employment eligibility verification required
An Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity employer
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I~TER~IATI4~IAL ~AP~

The

EuoMoe
r EAP
The ramparts inhibiting free trade are crumbling. Does this
mean that Europe is fertile ground for transplanting EAPs?
BY KONSTANTIN VON VIETINGHOFF

anythings have been said
about the economic
changes in 1992 and how
they wil I affectthe global
market of Europe and other parts ofthe
world. Initially, when the European
Commission herein Brussels made its
first announcements of its plans to
work toward a unified European market, people were taken by surprise.
Speculation spread in all directions.
Many people expressed their fears
about losing their national identity,
and comparisons were made with earlier attempts to change European history.
After this first wave of shock and
reticence, the technocrats started doingtheirworkoffilling inall thedetails
ofthe pol itical plan to break down the
existing trade barriers and make the
concept of a single European marketplace atangible reality. Ever since, we
have noticed an enormous increase in
real estate prices in Brussels. Literally
hundreds of companies started flocking in to set up offices and lobbying
government agencies with business
strings attached to the European Commission to claim their share of the
European market.
Particularly in the U.S., business12
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people have seen enormous opportunities inglobal trading. Thetempohas
even increased since the process of
democratization in Eastern Europe
started in 1989. Countries have been
more willing to invest in Western
technology.
In the meantime,things have been
coming of age and have settled down
a I ittle bit. Two years ago, when I was
traveling in the U.S., I was leftwith the
impression that America was expecting something magic to happen in
Europe. January 1,1992 would bethe
day of the "Big Bang," and Europe
KONSTANTIN
VON VIETINGHOFF,Dipl.Psych.,
is a clinical psychologist and man''
aging director of
' y_
Corporate Caring
-~ `
'
Systems,a European
consultancy providing preventive occupational health care systems in Europe.
Since 1987, he has been cochair of the
Business &Industry Section of the International Congress on Alcohol and Addictions (ICAA). He has also worked to promote and develop EAPs in the European
market.

would become fundamentally different.
Most non-Europeans lack an indepth knowledge of the quilt-like
quality of the European fabric. They
underestimate the complexity of,dealingwith thecultural differenceswhich
often have roots imbedded over hundreds ofyears. The pride and individuality of Europeans can be found in
rural parts of France and Spain, where
people have lived peacefully in their
own way for centuries. From a macrosociological point of view (Hofstade,
1985), by studying the differences in
leadership styles, we come to understand that, culturally bound, all European cou ntrieshave very different ways
of dealing with people issues.
That being stated, IeYs shift gears
and critically assess the development
ofthe EAP concept in the U.S. over the
last 15 years. The field has undertaken
new directions and established connections to much broader issues of
health-care management and preventive health care in the occupational
setting. It becomes crucial to integrate
all of these foci when one strives to
meetthe bot'om-line conceptof EAP—
"to help people who are facing difficulties find appropriate and effective

ways to resolve those difficulties."
As we apply this premise to European workplaces and their families,
we should look at the circumstances
on which work life here is based and
how they are compatible or
noncompatible with EAP elements.
The following is a discussion of these
issues.
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BENEFITS COVERAGE

Most benefits plans in the U.S. are
provided by employers and paid for
through insurance carriers or self-insured employers. The European setting isvastly different. Employers and
employees alike contribute to a fund
through taxes, out of which social
security, pensions and health care
funds are generally paid. Historically, up to 35% of gross monthly
income derived from business is contributed to the system. A portion of
that is held from employee salaries
and at least an equal share is paid by
the employer. In return, everybody is
covered through a social welfare
system. Only a small percentage of
people are privately insured. However, employers have a tradition of
paying for other "extra-legal" benefits
to their employees in the form of
supplementary insurance coverage
(i.e. more individualized care for
higher-qualitynonmedical services in
the case of hospitalization), specific
services of social welfare such as luncheontickets, providing kindergarten
structures, etc.
The various countries in Europe
have their own ways of regulating the
fee structures with the appropriate
professional bodies, such as the
medical profession, pharmacies and
hospital structures. A recent developmentinBelgium isthattheparliament
has begun discussions about a project
undertaken by the minister of health
to increase the share of individual
contributions that would be set aside
for prescribed treatments and medications.

The British have their National
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Health System (NHS), which under the
labour party's government has been
proposed as the major health care structure. Withthe conservative government,
private medicine has been put forward
to break the monopoly of all the stategoverned health care systems.
In Germany, the practicing physiciansdeal directlywithpatients' health
insurancecarriers.The patient makes
only minimal direct contributions to
the doctors(US $1 for a prescription).
The doctors charge their services to
the health insurance carriers on the
basis of preestablished fee structures.
The hospitals do likewise.
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All 12 of the member states of the
European Economic Community and
the Scandinavian countries havewelldeveloped social welfare structures.
The Mediterranean countries and all
ofthe eastern European countries, due
to a much lesser degree of industrialization and economic welfare, have
lesser-developed structures.
Recentdevelopments inthe U.S.—
namelymanaged care and otherforms
of cost containment—have their relevance in Europe, where health care
costs have equally exploded. Solutions are being tried by altering the
different funding mechanisms.
SEPTEMBER 1991
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ne ofthe major world "events"
is the anticipated opening of
the 12 European Community (EC)
member states to free trade among
themselves and internationally.
What is the Economic Community,
and what will happen in 1992?
Contrary to the perception that
barriers to trade among EC states
will suddenly tumble and international border-crashing will begin,
1992 is the target year to complete
the economic, monetary and politicalobstacles to free trade. There
are many doubters about whether
the end of next year is a realistic
deadline. Policies and practices are
being slowly and incrementally.
The EC is a political institution
created after World War II by Europeancountries tostrive for harmony
and integration among themselves.
Originally having six countries as
members, it has 12 members today.
They are: Belgium, Great Britain,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands,Portugal and Spain.
The EC is headquartered in Brussels.
The EC is composed of four policymaking bodies: the European
Commission, Council of Ministers,
European Parliament and Court of
Justice.
The European Commission is the
executive body. It initiates EC policy
and takes action against member
governmentswhom it believes have
violated their treaty obligations. Its
powers are conferred on it by the
Council of Ministers.
The Council of Ministers is
composed of ministers from the 12
member states and is the final EC
decision-making body. The ministers try to strike a balance between
promoting EC goals and defending
the interests of their countries. The
individuals representing the member states change based on the
subject matter.
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a convenient
choice of terms

The European Parliament
scrutinizes 'debates on topical issues and drafts EC legislation. Most
legislation cannot be adopted by
the Council until it
has the
Parliaments opihion. The Parliament, with 518 members, is the
only elected body and has voters in
all member states. Its power has
been somewhat restricted, reportedly because of national governments' reluctance to increase it.
The Court of Justice interprets
EC law for national courts and rules
on cases pertai n i ng to EC treaties. Its
rulings are binding. The Court has
13 judges, one from each member
state.
Much ofthe currentdebate in the
EC is over the balance of power
between European nations and the
EC, as well as among the EC's four
institutions.
The EC has always sought to
create a single economic region for
free trade amongthe member states.
The Single European Act, adopted
in 1985, both reaffirmed this objective and began the push toward
what is now known as EC '92.
Pursuant to that has been a cascade
of discussions of special agendas,
conferences and summits, and
policy decisions, all originally intended to culminate in a free marketplace in 1992 (or sometime
thereafter), includingthefollowing:
• Many of the discussions revolve around monetary concerns.
The Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities
(UCITS) Directive, enacted in October 1989, promotes the use of
mutual funds in Europe. It sets the
rules under which collective investmentsactivities can be set up in
the EC, provided that it has authorizationfrom the country where it is
domiciled.
Anotherstrategic planning initiative is the Second Banking Direc-

tive, adopted by the Council of Ministers in December 1989, which
seeks to create a central bank in the
EC and perhaps establish a common currency.
• The EC is edging toward a
political union in which member
states would coordinate foreign
policies.
• Labor unions in Europe are
lobbying the EC to establish a workers' agenda to blueprint labor relations. Labor's proposals include
policy making related to maternity
leave, night work, part-time work,
worker participation in company
decision making, and minimum
wage.
•Atthistime,the EC hastieswith
the Western European Union, a defense pact of nine Community
members, but lacks authority to discuss defense matters.. Some member states argue in favor of a coordinateddefense policy, which could
lead to formation of a "European
Army."
• A "European citizenship" proposal would give citizens in membernations the right to vote in local
and European elections.
• An EC conference held last
year gave a reported "loose mandate" for negotiators to give the EC
powers to set social, scientific and
environmental policies.
Much still remains unsettled
about policy making in these and
other areas, and the EC's work of
redefining Europe will almost certainly go well beyond 1992. Press
reports have indicated that events
such as the threat of economic recession, the breakout of war (such
as that in the Persian Gulf and other
variables affect the decibel level at
which EC states pitch for a unified,
free market. In sum, EC '92 is an
ongoing process that is well underway but will expectedly breach its
self-appointed deadline.
i~
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HOW THE BASIC EAP CONCEPT IS
APPLIED

There appears to have been steady
growth in the number of occupational
alcoholism programs in western Europe over the last few years. Several
programs have become broadbrush in
focus, especially in the United Kingdom. However, other countries including West Germany,the BeNeLux
(i.e. Belgium, The Netherlands and
Luxembourg), and the Scandanavian
countries have a longstanding tradition of both occupational social welfareand occupational alcoholism programs. These are often provided as
"extra-legal" benefits.
These countries may be fertile
ground for blending the two models
and forming aEuropean-style EAP.
We are finding that EAPs—both those
publicly and privately funded—are
becoming more secure due in part to
the consistent growth and spread of
Alcoholics Anonymous and otherselfhelp organizations, along with increasing number of substance abuse
treatment facilities. Not all of those
facilities have followed the path of the
Minnesota Model with AA-based 12Stepprograms, and some do not even

identify abstinence as a prerequisite to
full recovery. The more sophisticated
treatment centers, though, are working toward long-term stabilization of
the patient and integration of the individual into a healthy social environment.
Many of the treatment programs
have learned to become time-effective by seeking alternatives to six
months of hospitalization and social
uprooting of the individual. There is
an ongoing trend to focus more on
shorter interventions and hospitalizations, with more aftercare.
Several U.S. hospital corporations
have opened facilities in Europe.
Charter Medical,ParksideMedical Corporation,CPC and,more recently,Sierra
Tucson Clinics, have spent enormous
time and effort to develop treatment
facilities in various parts of western

Europe. In general, they are operating
successfully. Further, with the support
of the Hazelden Foundation, several
other European initiatives have
emerged which prescribe to the Minnesotamodel of 12-Step programming.
In France, the UK, Germany,Sweden, Italy, Spain and probably a few
other countries, local structures providespecialized facilities for the treatment of substance abuse conditions.
They are no more the old-style, traditional psychiatric state hospital nightmare that was common throughout
Europe, in which people would receive apsychiatric diagnosis and sixmonth "psychiatric work-up," only to
relapse shortly after discharge from
the hospital.
Not all treatment centers in Europe
follow the AA approach, which is not
as widely accepted here as in the U.S.
Many of them use "Guttempler" or
"Blaukreuz" self-help support structures,which provide a combination of
detoxification and an intensive workup of the psychosocial dimensions of
the disease.
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"HIRE AND FIRE" DOESN'T WORK
HERE

Europe has a longstanding tradition of
powerful labor unions which, inmost
European countries, has led to very
strict laws and regulations protecting
labor interests. Just because an employee has a drinking condition that
causes severe problems on the job,the
employer is not free to fire somebody
onlybecause s/hehas a drinking problem, unless the employer has another
strong argument favoring termination.
It is frequently a frustrating and agonizing process to dismiss somebody
due to poor performance or inappropriate conduct and attitude in the
workplace.
The overall climate in Europe is
still that people are committed to a
job, frequently for a lifetime. Changing jobs is much less frequent than in
the U.S. Also, the employer, while
integrated into the social welfare sysSENTEMI3ER 1991
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"There appears to have
been steady gro~nrth
in the number of
tem, is often regarded as a stabilizing
element, with various obligations and
responsibilities toward the employee.
This suggests that an employer has a
high civic responsibility to the local
community from which it draws its
labor.
From this, one could make an argumentthat EAP is a responsibility of
the employer. However, since employers contribute to the social welfare structure, it is often viewed as a
responsibility of government.
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION A PART
OF EUROPEAN TRADITION

Tradition dies hard, especially in Europe. Although the awareness that
alcohol takes its toll in human health
and lives, and hits employers in the
pocketbook,the trad itions ofthe wineandbeer-drinkingculturestand against
it.
People in most European countries
are more health-conscious than they
were a decade ago. Yet they have not
attained the level of public consensus
in the U.S. which has made possible
strict regulations on smoke-free and
drug-free workplaces, bans on cigarette advertisements, far-reaching
consumer education programs, and
use by employers ofjob-performance
criteria. In areas such as Scandinavia,
where hard liquor is very popular,
people are stalwart about not giving
up their vices.
At the same time, new patterns of

OAPs in western
Europe..."
addiction are forming. For instance,

France has experienced a gradual decrease in the overall quantity of wine
consumed per capita, but it is also the
number one country in the world in
per-capita consumption of benzodiazepines.Cocaine,designerdrugs(e.g.
Ecstasy)are being consumed with more
frequency. This is confirmed by drug
screening technology that is being
marketed by Abbott Laboratories to
major European companies. Also of
worthy of mention, the numbers of
seizures reported by police and lawenforcingagencies iscontinuously rising in Europe.
MAKING EAPs WORK HERE

Uniformity and consensus of EAP
practice in the U.S. is built on EAPA's
Standards for Employee Assistance
Programs. Can theywork in Europe? It
seems preposterous to talk about formalstandards atthispoint, when there
are only a few Certified Employee
Assistance Professionals here who are
following the U.S. model of EAP servicedelivery. Further, there are only a
total of roughly 30 active EAPA members in Europe.
However, several major European
companies have extended service de-
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livery features to their occupational
alcoholism programs to deal with the
psychosocial implications of a drinkingfamilymember. Notableexamples
are Mercedes-Benz and Siemens in
Germany, and British 'Airways and
Guiness Breweries in the UK. The
Dutch post offices have developed a
special service structure to help their
employees deal with broad issues of
concern, often related to financial
issues and use of the social-welfare system. This program was determined to produce a substantial return
on investment in research by Dr. Jan
Uri in 1989.
Those who have taken a position of
promoting EAP development in westernEurope have started thinking about
what it takes to be an EAP counselor
here and how it compares to existing
professional standards isvarious Europeancountries.InGreat Britain, where
thefirst European EAP Conferencetook
place this April, the event was cosponsored by the British Association
of Professional Counselors. Many in
attendance shared the view that nurturing arelationship with this association would help to develop a European EAP profession built on appropriate post-graduate training.
It is my conviction that groups promoting EAPs should take their lessons
and learnings from EAPA, given their
development of professionalstandards
and the interest of many people in
Europe to reach consensus on standards that would be applied here.
EAPA has never left any doubt that it is
ready and willing to help build the
process of developing such standards.
It may take another year to get influential people from western Europe—
those ingovernment,academics,trade
unions,industry,and privateoperating
agents—to form a committee to steer
this process.
It is far from clear to what extent
European professional standards
might be patterned after those of the
U.S. It will possibly take. another few
years before this becomes clearer.

For the EAP concept to be fully
acceptedand integrated here by business and labor, it will require support
from major professional bodies, universities and even government agencies,who will need to agree upon and
promote specific concepts for further
education and specialized training.
This would also help to identify and
more clearly define areas for applicability of existing EAP standards.
CORE TECHNOLOGY AND SCOPE OF
PRACTICE

Understanding how the European
concept of EAP might be similar to or
different than the American version
can be found on closer inspection of
the turning points of the "profession."
Does Roman & Blum's Core Technology apply here? The short answer is
yes. But aswefoundinTHEALMACAN
(October 1986 issue), Sarah Bilik,
Patricia Hanna and others describe a
different European infrastructure. The
integration of EAP services must be
adjusted to fit into already existing
social welfare structures. These structures vary by country.
The Core Technology and Scope
of Practice, which prescribe the mechanics of operating an EAP, would
remain essentially the same as it relates todelivering counseling services
to individuals needing problem resolution. Further, specifications related
to contact with management to assure
appropriate program implementation,
development and administration
would also stay essentially the same.
Specific details of how people are
referred to the program, the amount
and type offeedback given to management, and overall focus of the EAP
would change. On the last point, we
have seen in western Europe a growing awareness of occupational alcoholism programs, and this has been
highlighted in prior articles in EAP
publications. The concern over the
economic impact to employers of alcohol problems is one of the bases for
EAP development. However, it is im-

portant that the EAP positions itself
withinthe context of the structures of
a particular company.

Tv many business professionals in Europe, it has been our experience that
U.S.-based multinationalcorporations
tend to offer the same benefits packages to employees worldwide. They

WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE THE
MULTINATIONALS?
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often have an ambitious plan to implement benefits without paying appropriate tribute to the cultural differences they are likely to encounter
overseas. Unfortunately, they often
get 'turned off' or even raise barriers
(see "Q's and Q's on Cross-Cultural
EAP Issues," by Sara Bilik, THE
ALMACAN, October 1986, pp. 3234). The end result may be the opposite of what their objective was. This
occurrence is unfortunate,since there
are few, if any, incompatibilities between U.S. and European benefits
structures.
The overall political-economic climate in Europe is certainly appropriate to initiate more global thinking.
Also, there is strong reason to believe
that apan-European benefits plan may
be desirable. However, corporations
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90 day post-primary chemical
dependency programs—
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•12-Step
.Work Requirement
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36th ICAA Conference planned for Scotland

The

most renowned, longstanding international event on alcohol
and drug issues has been the ICAA conference, held every four
years at different locations throughout the world. The 36th InternationalCongress onAlcohol and Drug Dependence(ICAA)wi I I be held
nn August "I 6-21 in Glasgow, Scotland at the Glasgow Royal Concert
Hall. Ofspecial interesttothe EAP community is a Business &Industry
Section which features workshops on occupational issues. Heading
that section is EAPA's Joanne Pilat. Persons wanting more information
should may Joanne at: AT&T, 227 W. Monroe, Chicago, IL 60606;
(312) 230-6244.

should take several steps ifthey plan to
implement EAPs here.
First, the parent company must
preparethe European outlets bydeveloping an appropriate corporate philosophy that allows for the transfer of
concepts and ideas. (Often, European
subsidiaries function as rather independent entities.) Also, corporations
need to develop flexible policies on
what they wish to implement. It is
crucial to involve the European decisionmakers and perhaps take on more
of an advisory role and help the subsidiarydevelopitsownpolicies. Along
these lines, it is important to identify
an appropriateskiIled professional who
has in-depth insight into the local
business and government structures
and the cultural particulars where the
subsidiary is to operate.
This professional can then plan a
major role in soliciting support from
higher management,trade unions and
other team players who are crucial to
the EAP—before the program is impleperson can help
mented. This
the corporation break down resistances
in their own ranks, overcome barriers
and rephrase the EAP concept in language that laborers and management
alike will understand.
The multinationals, again, should
bear in mind the prevailingthinking in
the host countries. For example, in
French-speaking countries, we have
encountered ageneral attitudethatthe

EAP concept simply does not appeal
to employees. It is an imposition on
their privacy and personal freedom of
choice. In the United Kingdom, referrals tooutside resources can only happen through the treating physician,
who must give his written consent
before a referral can be made. In
Germany,we encountered an attitude
of resistance toward employers getting involved with health care-issues
and, here too, the concern of imposition on privacy. Germans have,also
shown resistance to EAP services being offered by for-profit companies.
CONCLUSION
Much more is still to be said and
written about the complexities of the
European market. It is my conviction
that employers here are becoming less
rigid in their beliefs and practices and
that appropriately focused preventive
health care programs, of which EAPs
are a part, will gradually be more
enthusiastically received in the occupational setting. For the EAP concept
to succeed on a large scale, it needs
strong lobbying from private EAP providers and supporters within industry
(i.e. EAP consumers). It would also
require supportive structural changes
in the attitudes of the legal executives
and the insurance structures, who are
closely related to governmental directives.
C~

EAP Proliferation on a S~rinking Globe
EAPA's International Region Representative, Vaughn Mosher,

describes EAP development abroad

here is an optimistic buzz of
electricity in the air that is
crossing national borders and
arcing over geographic barriers. Global commerce is in largescale transition and presenting new
opportunities for international EAP
development. The Exchange talked
with International Region Representative Vaughn Mosher for his views on
recent developments. His interview
follows.
EXCHANGE: Is EAP viewed internationally as an American concept that
doesn't fit in with the life styles, workplace cultures and legal systems of
other countries? Or is it viewed as an
occupational program that can be tailored to meet the challenge ofinternational development?
MOSHER: The answer to both questions isyes. Right up to the doorstep of
the 1990s, EAP has been viewed pejoratively. But over the last 18 months,
I've seen distinct change. Business
leaders in Britain, mainland Europe,
Australia and the Soviet Union, in
particular, are saying that it's an important concept that they believe can
be tailored to fit their work organizations.
Of course, Americans have long
experience in making EAPs sized tofit.
dust look at how many programs have
been innovatively designed and incorporated into the diverse structures

and cultures of U.S. companies and
unions! Internationally, however,the
EAP concept must undergo what I call
a "doubletranslation." First, programs
and policies must take into account
vastly different legal systems, political
atmospheres, management styles and
cultural mores. Thiscomesasnothing
new. Much has been written about
this, but we need to be continually
reminded about it.
Second, the established language
of EAP needs to be translated. Too
often, Americans have blithely gone
about expounding in EAP jargon that
they assume everyone understands
rather than finding out what words
and phrases might already be in the
dialect of targeted geographic area.
We tend to use acronyms, and EAP
itself is an acronym. This is analogous
to an American civilian trying to understand the vocabulary of the U.S.
Navy,which hasacronyms longerthan
most words in the dictionary!
see a distinct opportunity
ourselves. EAPA
to reorient
now has standards that are generic to
the field, as well as a professional

certification process. As EAP goes into
each new geographic area, we should
put these standards on the table and
discuss how—and in which words and
phrases—to apply them with reference to the particular area's legal,
political and cultural ways. EAP is, of
course, an essentially American concept, but that definitely should not be
taken to mean that it can't be of equal
value everywhere else—if not in exactlythe same way as it is approached
in the U.S.
had the pleasure of speaking at the
European EAPConferencethisApril in
London. I made a presentation based
on slides developed by Sally Lipscomb
[chair of EAPA's Managed Care Committee] that contained information
about the standards. The slides provided afocal point from which discussion could emanate. As the ideas
unfolded, I could see the light bulbs
turn on in some people's minds. Itwas
exciting to see how consultants and
other businesspeople began to look at
EAP as a function that would enhance
their professional capability.
EXCHANGE: Would you assess for
readers the current state ofEAP development internationally? Where are
EAPs strongest? weakest?
MOSHER:One hot spot for EAPs right
now is metropolitan London. An EAPA
chapter is forming there and I'll be
there on September 16, hopefullywith
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all the final paperwork in hand. Mike
Megranahan of Employee Advisory
Resource and Peter Steddon of Personal Performance Consultants U.K.
have been two of the driving forces
there and deserve to be recognized.
Maurice Quinlan has also been instrumental in helpingtodevelop EAPs
in Ireland sincethe mid 1980s, mostly
through an annual EAP conference.
Many of us are hoping that the EAP
componentsfound in EAPA'sstandards
will be the basis for international
program development and that the
wheel will not be unnecessarily
reinvented.
Although I cited the Soviet Union
as an area where there is activity,
ironically it is inhibited by itseconomy.
We are encouraged that business
leaders want to move toward EAPtype solutions in the workplace, but
they don't have the resources right
now to make a transition from staterun factories to modern, free-enterprise production units. I went to the
Soviet Union last November representing EAPA as part of a team of
American business people. We were
given access to their factories and
were surprised how antiquated their
equipment and methods were. For
instance, at one factory a piece of
equipmentthe size ofa desk performed
the same function as a hand-held
calculator. This gives you an idea
about the game of catch-up that their
businesses—and I include occupational programs and services — have
to play.
So much about society in the Soviet Union is dictated by the political
establishment. While we have all
been encou raged by reforms that cou Id
propel the country more efficiently
from the 1940s into the 21st century

with the restof us, only time will tell if
they are successful.
n sum,i nterest i n the Soviet U n ion
is high,capability is low. I suspectthat
we will find this to be a common
problem in developing nations
throughout the world.
20
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MOSHER: Yes. One organization
which helped to propel EAP concepts
as early as 1975 was Jaycees International. The Jaycees are composed of
men and women ages 18 to 40 who
seek self development through community-enhancing projects, some of
which take aim at the workplace. One
of those was Operation Threshold,
which lasted several years in the late70s. It was a grassroots project that
encouraged employers totake responsibility for employees with personal
problems. I became involvedwiththis
project in Bermuda and later become
the Jaycees' chapter president here.
Another organization is Rotary International. Business leaders in Rotary
are most concerned with community
development through employer responsibi I ity. We in the EAP field spend
a lot of time talking to ourselves, but
these are examples of organizations
with networks already in place to help
us further our goals. In my opinion,
they are resources that are by and large
untapped.

parts will integrate into a very powerfulcommunity. Therewillcontinueto
be vast cultural diversity, of course,
but more and more the people there
will find themselves sharing common
policies and procedures,a reweighting
ofcurrency,etc., yieldingasolid block.
At a recent seminar on Europe and
1992 held here in Bermuda, I was
fascinated how one EC official after
another discussed the desire to improve quality of life among the 340
million citizens of the new Europe.
This would suggest that the EC will
tend to encourage businesses and the
public sector employers to play a role.
Such an enlightened atmosphere
would be the perfect foot in the door
for EAP; provided, of course, that EAP
is ready to take advantage of it. This is
why I said earlier that we should start
the process of "translating" EAP into
language that different cultures will
understand and appreciate.
The second key is based on the
formation of business relationships
between European nations and the
rest of the world. With more trading
alliances being formed worldwide,
see significant new horizons for EAP
expansion. It is essential that EAP
reaches into the European corridors of
power; not just in Brussels, but in
Berlin, Paris, Rome and London, as
well. We should also bear in mind that
countries such as Italy and Spain probablywill be inthe wings, but they will
still be a part of the flow.
To sum up, I don't think that it will
be easy to awaken the new Europe to
EAP. But ifthe necessary effort is made,
a market one-and-a-halftimes the size
ofthe U n ited States wi I I be opened up.

EXCHANGE: Whatis yourviewofthe
much vaunted "1992" when the European Community draws significantly
closer to its aim ofa single market?

EXCHANGE: What are some conferences or events that you believe have
or willsignificantlyshape internationa1
EAP development?

MOSHER: There are two keys to understanding the developments there.
The first is about what is going on
internally. With 340 million people
sharing more and more commonality,

MOSHER: One of the exciting events
will be the European EAP Conference
in 1992,which will be held in Brussels
and cosponsored by EAPA. For the
first time, the conference will jump to
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"We should start the
process of 'translating'
EAP into language that
different cultures vr~ill
understand..."
EXCHANGE: Are there international
organi2ations that can help to promote EAPs and other occupational
programs abroad?
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the European mainland from Great
Britain. I think that more business
leaders from throughout Europe will
take it as an open invitation to refine
the fuzzy notions that many of them
now have about EAPs.
Conferences outside of the EAP
field will also be important. For instance, afield that is developing internationally is risk management. EAPs
have a natural niche in this field. We
see it in the U.S. insurance industry,
which has been acquiring established
external EAP providers over the last
few years. it is also significant that
information management systems being used in the EAP field have made it
possible for EAPs to document their
effect on occupational health and
safety risk factors, so the impact of
EAPs is very predictable. Therefore,
EAPs have a lot to gain by being visible
and,forthat matter, having a "captive"
audience, at trade shows in risk management and other fields.
EXCHANGE: What role is EAPA playing ininternational EAPdevelopment?
MOSHER: I am pleased that EAPA has
become more involved in these issues.
There are many interests competing
for the attention and resources of the
association, but President Lanier has
identified the development of EAPA
chapter operations outside of mainIandUSAasoneofhispriorities. EAPA
has funding earmarked for membership-developmentactivities inIreland,
Great Britain, Europe and the Caribbean, all within my jurisdiction, as
well as in Canada, which is served by
Brenda Broughton.
have made trips to Europe and the
Carribbean, as well as to international
conferences, to promote EAPs and
EAPA. In my recent trip to London to
visittheformingchapter, Ihad inhand
a British version of the St. Louis
Chapter's promotional videotape about
EAPs. I left it with the London members and suggested that they use it to
spread the word about EAPs.
Just as we saw in the U.S. a couple
of decades ago, windows of opportu-

nity for EAP development in Europe
are opening because new players can
see what works. I look forward to
workingwith EAPAmembersand other
business leaders to help put us in position for the opportunities ahead.

Vaughn Mosher is directorof8enedict
Associates, Ltd.,a Hamilton, Bennudabased compan ythat provides services
related to employee assistance, human
resource development and organizational consulting.
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Join your taoll~agues at his "sun~ationa►"
comae on ak,~nholism and d►ugabuse ~e+ahnent! Vlrr~►
exceptionalfaQUig,e~ibits and n~etwaf~ing opponunii►e.~for your
prnalr~evi~il¢ai~n and p~onalrreneHrdl.
Conference Chair:Jack Dymond,CSAC
Co-Chairs: Cynthia Moreno, NCAC 11, CDCC 111 and Paul Ferrin

Workshops on Assessment/Treafinent
Fora fire brochure?
Management, Law Enforcement
Contact NAADAC Conferences
and Special Populations.
3717Columbia Pike, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22204-4254
1X500-548-0497.703/920-4644 •FAX.• 703✓920.4672
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Public policy is a major activity of virtually all major professional and trade associations. EAPs are
becoming increasingly recognized, regulated or otherwise influenced by government, so EAPA is upgrading its ability to help channel governmental policy direction. To keep you in lockstep with the
developments, beginning this month the Exchange features expanded coverage of public policy issues.

Kenned y's Reorganization Bill Passes

Most

in Senate• On to $he House

governmental agencies

are subject to sunset
provisions by which they
are phased out unless legislation is
passed to continue its operation.
Legislation of this type, often
debated and approved by Congress
as a common procedure, is referred
to as "reauthorization."
Reauthorization of the federal
agency that oversees services in the
drug and alcohol field is anything
but business-as-usual this year as
Congress' triennial review of the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration, or
ADAMHA, is presently underway.
Major changes are possible,
although no one is talking about
doing away with the agency.
Senator Edward Kennedy(DMA)has introduced a bill that
would not only reauthorize
ADAMHA, but reorganize it. The
bill, S. 1306, is known as the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration Reorganization Act. It has passed the Senate
and is awaiting action in the House
of Representatives.
At the time this article was
prepared, Congress was still in
recess with no further action taken.
Initial speculation is that when
Congress reconvenes this month,
the House will not support reorganization.
_

What would the reorganization
bill do? It would separate research
and service activities, currently
conducted within ADAMHA,and
create a new entity—the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration
(ADAMHSA). The new agency, as
a part of the National Institutes on
Health, would focus on alcohol,
drug abuse and mental health
services. ADAMHSA would also
house the Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention and the Office of
Technology Improvement.
Proponents of reorganization on
Capitol Hill argue that it may
enable drug and alcohol programs
to be expanded. Others believe
that, due fio NIH's focus on biomedical research, services research
may be shortchanged.
With specific regard to EAP
interests, EAPA has successfully
inserted language into S. 1306
which would give ADAMHSA
explicit authority to support the
development of EAPs, especially
those associated with small businesses. At EAPA's prompting, the
bill would also require states, as a
condition of receiving ADMS block
grant funds, to submit statewide

plans that include a strategy for
promoting EAP development. Also,
language has been inserted in the
report that accompanies the
legislation recognizing EAPA's legal
definition of an EAP.
Amendments to S. 1306 would
also create an Office for Women,
provide demonstration grants for
residential treatment for pregnant
women,and require two individuals in recovery to sit on the
agency's Advisory Council.
Other legislation has already
been introduced in the House of
Representatives that would create a
split-funding mechanism for ADMS
block grants: one for mental health,
which would be administered by
NIMH, and one for drug/alcohol.
That bill, H.R. 2311, was introduced by Rep. Henry Waxman (DCA), chair of the Health and the
Environment Subcommittee. (Of
special note, all ADAMHA
reauthorization measures in the
House will first be considered in
Rep. Waxman's committee.) Up to
now, ADMS funding to states has
come out of the same line-item
appropriation, although funding
earmarked for drug/alcohol programs has increased faster than for
mental health.
The outcome of debate is still in
question, but the Exchange will
report developments as they occur.
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ATE argues: Among employees now
-~
subject to FAA-mandated testing,
illicit drug use...is not the problem
it was thought to be. r rrr
Air Transport Association seeks drug testing
changes in aviation industry
On July 26th, the Air Transport
Association (ATA) petitioned the
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA)to make changes in its drug
testing program begun in 1988.
(The FAA program is mandated by
a final rule entitled the "Anti-Drug
Program for Personnel Engaged in
Specified Aviation Activities.")
ATA seeks three changes:
• A reduction in the annualized
random testing rate from 50% to
10% of the number of covered
employees.
• An expansion of the number
of covered employees to include
most ramp workers.
• The placement of contractors
directly under the FAA's regulatory
authority, rather than continuing
to require air carriers to ensure
that their contractors are in
compliance.
ATA claims that the current
50% random testing rate does not
strike the desired balance between
costs/burdens to employers and
the deterring effect on employees.
This "balance" was based on two
sets of assumptions. First, both the
FAA and ATA had assumed in
formulating the final rule that 10%
of the covered employee population used illicit drugs. FAA had
also assumed a detection rate of
7.5%annually and that 1% of the
covered employees would discontinue their use of illicit drugs. In
reality, positive findings were
found in only 0.47% of tests.
Further, 61.5% of the positive
outcomes were in preemployment
tests and not current employees.
ATA now argues: "Among employees now subject to FAAmandated testing, illicit drug use
does not mirror use in the general

population and, more importantly,
it is not the problem it was
thought to be,"
The second set of assumptions
concerns costs. FAA had projected an average cost of $24
million per year over 10 years.
ATA members have found that
their proportionate share of the
cost was $1 million more than
expected for the first six months.
Costs on a "per specimen collected" basis average $105, with
the lowest being $29 at a carrier
with "in-house" processing and
the highest being over $200 per
specimen at another carrier.
Armed with information that
has shown the FAA's assumptions
to be off-base, and with the
expectation that testing costs
incurred by carriers under the
existing testing program will
expectedly increase, the ATA filed
its July 26th petition.
Further action is pending on
this petition, as well as on a prior
U.S. Department of Transportation
Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to implement alcohol
testing in the aviation industry.

ADA Regulations are
published
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and Department
of Justice published final regulations on July 26(which will take
effect exactly one year from date
of publication, on July 26, 1992)
implementing sections of the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
Copies of the EEOC final rule
are available from EEOC's Office

of Communications and Legislative Affairs at(202)663-4900.
Copies of the Department of
Justice rule may be obtained from
the Civil Rights Division, ADA
Information Line, at(202) 5140301.

EAPA Meets with
ONDCP and seeks
to continue DoL's
EAP grant program
Representatives of EAPA recently
met with Dr. Herbert Kleber,
Deputy Director for Demand
Reduction, Office of National
Drug Control Policy(ONDCP).
The Strategy is an ongoing antidrug plan prepared annually by
ONDCP, as mandated by Congress. Attending on behalf of
EAPA were: Debra Reynolds, Vice
President—Administration; Tom
Delaney, Executive Director; and
Maureen Kerrigan, Government
Relations Director.
Dr. Kleber said he is interested
in promoting EAPs in small
business and the problem of
managed care entities acting as
gatekeeper to treatment.
In other governmental activity,
EAPA is working to get legislation
passed to attain new funding for
the EAP grant program at the U.S.
Department of Labor. The
legislation would mandate that
DoL:(1) disseminate EAP informa-

tion to small businesses;(2) award
grants for the development of
EAPs targeting small businesses;
and (3) provide technical assistance on EAP development.
Rep. Ron Wyden (D-OR), chair
of the House Subcommittee on
Regulation, Business Opportunities and Energy, a part of the full
Committee on Small Business, is
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in the process of drafting the
legislation. EAPA is also meeting
with interested parties in the
.Senate.

wt

EAPA plans 1992
L&PP agenda,
second annual
conference

such sources as the Federal and
State governments, private industry, community groups and
national associations. The following specifies the information
sought.

DoL issues request
for comments and
information on small
business programs
The U.S. Department of Labor
(DoL) is taking continuing steps to
find ways in which substance
abuse programs are successfully
being offered to small businesses.
The DoL's Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Policy has issued a
request for comments and information on the content, cost and
effectiveness of such programs.
In a August 13 notice in the
Federal Register, the Assistant
Secretary's office "is requesting a
variety of nonproprietary substance abuse information from
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The Assistant Secretary is specifically
interested the following, especially
as they related to small businesses.
1) What were the reasons that the
program was established (e.g, to
comply with a regulatory program, to
help current employees, as part of a
collective bargaining agreement, etc.)?
Before your program was established,
were you aware of any studies that
provided estimates of the benefits
accruing from these programs? If so,
what were these studies and what
effect did they have on your decision
to establish a program?
2) Please comment on the
Department's rationale as to why
small businesses have tended not to
implement substance abuse programs
while large businesses have. Provide
your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing. [Persons wishing to respond to
this item will need to obtain the full
text of the August 13 notice.]
3) How was the program organized? What assistance was obtained
to establish the program, and from
whom? How much did it cost to
establish the program (e.g. during the
first year)?
4) What is the content of the
program? Does it include the five
elements recommended by DoL (i.e.
written substance abuse policy,
employee education and awareness
program, supervisory training program, an EAP, and drug testing, as
appropriate)?
5) What are the direct costs
involved in maintaining the program?
What are the direct costs per employee? Please provide as much detail
possible by program element (e.g.
costs involved in employee training,
operating the EAP, drug testing, etc.)?
6) What benefits have been found
to accrue from the program (e.g.
higher productivity, lower accident
and turnover rates, lower workers'
compensation and insurance costs,
etc.)? Please provide as much detail as
possible, both in quantified terms (e.g.
reductions in the number of accidents,
workers' compensation claims/rates,
absenteeism, and health care costs;
as

is

EAPA's Legislative and Public
Policy Committee, chaired by
Miriam Aaron, is busy formulating
a 1992 legislative agenda for
consideration by the Executive
Committee on September 27.
After some dotting of and
crossing of t's, the agenda will be
ready for Board approval in St.
Louis. [For reference, EAPA's
1991 agenda (as presented to
EAPA members for review and
comment) appeared on pages 2021 of the December 1990 issue.]
In related news, following on
the heels of EAPA's first Legislative
and Public Policy Conference,
held on March 12-13 this year,
plans are being made for the
sequel. The 1992 L&PP Conference will be held at the Washington Court Hotel in Washington,
DC on January 30-31. More
details will follow.

COMMENTS AND INFORMATION
REQUESTED

productivity; etc.) and in other terms
(if the benefits have not been quantified).
7) Which elements of your program
have been most successful in eliminating substance abuse among your
employees?
8) Based upon your experience
with your program, if you had the
choice would you recommend that
other companies establish similar
programs? Please provide your
reasons. What advice would you give
to companies, especially small
businesses, trying to establish their
own programs?
9) What can be done at the federal
and local level, either by government
or by the public sector, to assist
businesses in addressing the problem
of workplace substance abuse?
10) Is your firm presently covered
by a regulation requiring the establishment of a substance abuse program?
If so, what is it? Would additional
regulation be useful in this area?
Comments, information and
data should be submitted by
October 15, 1991. Written
responses should be sent to the
attention of Mark Wilson, Office
of the Assistant Secretary for
Policy, U.S. Department of Labor,
Room 5-2114, 200 Constitution
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20210;(202) 523-6054.

Know your regional
legislative liaisons;
Stay in touch!
Effective government relations by
a professional association is more
than just laying a conduit between
association headquarters and the
U.S. Capitol. If only it were that
easy! In the EAP field, much of
the activity takes place in the 50
state capitols, which leaves EAPA
with 51 jurisdictions to cover.
Despite the size of the task, EAPA
has made an ambitious commitment to represent its members
throughout the public policy
arena. These efforts will be greatly
enhanced by the active participation of EAPA members.

We would greatly appreciate
your help by bringing new EAPrelated developments from your
state's government to our attention. What is the nature of
discussions among state policy
makers about EAP services? Are
there bills that have been introduced on managed care? What
about drug-testing bills? Is your
state implementing drug-free
workplace regulations? Are there
any bills related to insurance
coverage for drug and alcohol
treatment? Has your EAPA chapter
met with representatives of your
legislature or administration? The
more information that is channeled to EAPA headquarters, the
better prepared we are to respond
on behalf of the EAP field and to
report the developments in this
section of the Exchange.
EAPA members wishing to pass
along information or solicit EAPA
involvement are encouraged to
contact their regional liaisons,
listed below, or EAPA's government relations director, Maureen
Kerrigan at (703) 522-6272.

~•,

LEGISLATIVE AND PUBLIC POLICY
LIAISONS

COMMITTEE CHAIR
Miriam Aaron, State Regulations
Coordinator, NY State Division of
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse,
270 Broadway, Suite 410, New
York, NY 10007;(212) 417-4943.
EASTERN REGION
Leroy Kelly, Associate Director,
Southwood Community Hospital,
The Norcap Center, 1 1 1 Dedham
Street, Norfolk, MA 02056;(508)
668-0385
MID-ATLANTIC REGION
Bernie McCann, Bernard McCann
& Associates, 657 C Street, SE,
Suite 200, Washington, DC
20003;(202) 783-6868
MID-WEST REGION
Debora Martin, Program Director,
Insight Recovery Center in Warren, 21230 Dequindre Road,
Warren, MI 48091;(313) 7594520
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NORTH CENTRAL REGION
Richard Chaifetz, Comprehensive
Psychological Cnt. PC, 30 N.
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL
60602;(312) 332-40f31
PACIFIC REGION
Tony Aguilar, EAP Manager,
Cable Data, Inc., 11020 Sun
Center Drive, Sacramento, CA
95873-1020;(916)636-4537
SOUTHERN REGION
John Burke, President, BurkeTaylor Associates, P.O. Box
12692, Research Triangle Park,
NC 27709;(919) 941-5512
SOUTHWEST REGION
Terry Cowan, Executive Director,
Workers Assistance Program of
Texas, 1700 W. 6th Street, Building A, Austin, TX 78703;(512)
477-4491
WESTERN REGION
Les Crispelle, Attorney at Law,
14355 W. 30th Avenue, Golden,
CO 80401;(303) 279-7370

• Computer tracking of patient
treatment, counselor, provider,
and affiliate activity,
•Scheduling and checklists,
• Affiliate and provider financial
activity.
•Standard client reports.
• Full custom reporting and query
tools.
• Pull-down menus and on-line
help for ease of use.
• DOS,OS/2, and Windows; networked orstand-alone.
• Only $960.00.
Call to order a free demonstration package.

1 -800-879-MEDI

tral~re TM
The Decision Support Software That Does It!
" Developed in conjunction with Robert J. Appleby,CEAP of Resource EAP,,Jacksonville FL

m~~lapa~~~YTM
1201 Third Ave., Suite 1700 Seattle, WA 98101
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n Canada, a Fam i I Focus
BY BRENDA BROUGHTON

APs in Canada are
continuously
evolving to meet
the needs of the
people and organizationsthey serve. In )uly,
conducted a FAXback
Survey, much like the
kind that runs in the Exchange but sent as a
separate mailer, to solicitinput onthe current
status quo of EAPs in Canada, as well
as emerging trends and issues in these
programs.
Canadian EAPs are broadbrush,diverse in models of service delivery,
multidisciplinary with a wellness focus, and responsive—we say that
counselling delayed is counselling
denied. As in other countries including the United States, work arganizationsare redefining themselves within
the context of a global economy and
new order of competitiveness. How
this filters down from the work organization toemployee productivity to the
functioning of families is, of course, of
direct concern to EAPs.
As we move toward the year 2000,
organizations in general are flattening
their hierarchies and encouraging
employees to strengthen their commitment to work outcomes. Thus,
keeping the individual healthy and
functioning levies more pressure on
the EAP in this fragile change process.
Miriam Webber, MSW, RSW,
CEAP, an EAP coordinator in Canada,
says, "With more than 50% of Canadianfamilies moving every five years,
the support systems of family, friends,
schools, neighbours and churches are
26
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not available to help with additional
family pressures.
"Although the employer has traditionallyespoused separation between
work and family, in order to remain
competitive and retain a productive
work force it will have to become
responsive to these workplace/family
issuesand begin to see W i I Iiam Whyte's
Organizational Man as the'Organizational Family'."
It was in the midst ofthis organizational change that I polled over four
dozen EAP professionals across Canada
about their services. Here is what
found.
CANADIAN EAPs' SIGNATURE—
QUALITY AND BREADTH

Canadian EAPs value being responsivetotheirclients'needs. EAPprofessionalshere are either directly providing short-term counselling or referring
clients to these services with immediacy.
Unanimously,the respondents described their EAP as broadbrush (or
megabrush) programming with assessment, short-term counselling and/
or referral, prescheduled follow up,
case management, consultation,

wellness programing, EAP
orientation sessions, and
specialized programs such
as eldercare and critical
incident stress debriefings.
They also examine
the social systemsthe individual is involved in: family, friends, and the workplace. Webber explains
that there has been "an
overall shrinkage in the
number of (social) services available
and also fewer services that are on a
sliding fee scale. Manyofouremployees in the low-income range simply
cannotaffordto payforcounselling...As
a result, we are providing increased
(direct) counselling services."
GROWTH AND EXPANSION OF EAPs

EAPs are increasing in number and
range of service delivery. Diane
Mcllwain, MSW, CAC, CEAP, EAP
coordinator for Petro Canada, has noticed an "increasing number of EAPs
being provided by external resources,
with an increased numberof programs
comprised of a combination of different models." She adds that there is
more competition among providers.
Individuals and organizations are benefiting and, consequently, EAP is becoming amore distinct and recognized field.
"There has also been a move toward privitization and private firms,"
writes Wayne Cornell, national EAP
coordinator for Health and Welfare
Canada. "This move...has meant many
unqualified practitioners necessitating
more quality assurance measures and
certification."

Lois Way, MSW, of Family Services London, Ontario, writes, "EAPs
are becoming an'expected'employee
benefit. Union and management are
striving to get EAPs for their workplace."
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FREE TRADE—NOTHING IN THE
WORLD IS FREE!

Has"free trade" had an effect on EAPs?
There is evidence of more competition,with more opportunities south of
the Canadian border to develop EAPs.
By the same token, some multi-nationals are expanding north and finding new opportunities.
Has it had an effect on khe organination, employee and family? Yes!
Ray)ohnston, MSW,senior EAP manager for the Bank of Montreal (in
Ontario) has observed a "loss of
manufacturing jobs in major industries when OAPs are prevalent and an
increase in service-sector jobs where
EAPs are less prevalent."Th is has meant
that some employees who have undergone career changes due to the
economy are no longer covered by
EAPs.Other employees are bei ng given
"unexpected" early retirement buyout packages. Webber notes: "The
economic situation in the country as a
whole has reduced the employment
opportunities for people and raised
anxiety levels about job security. In
this transition period, they (i.e. employees)are bei ng requ fired to do'more
with less'."
EAPs have often trying to do more,
and often with less, by helping organizations, individuals and families
manage these changes.
MULTICULTURALISM—OUR
CHANGING MOSAIC

Most organizations have developed
an employment-equity policy in accordancewith Canadian government
regulations. The intent is to encourage
employers to hire qualified personnel
from racial minority groups and
women to reflect changing demographics.
But Canada is not a melting pot.
We have always been a mosaic
wherein people retain many of their
place-of-origin cultural attributes, For
many people here, English is their
second language. One internal EAP
repoted that it has contributed to a
training program on cultural sensitivity, and most practitioners agree that
they need to be aware of cultural customs during counselling.
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BRENDA
BROUGHTON,
CEAP is EAP DirecrorforTheEmployee
Assistance Group, a
division of Family
Services of Greater
Vancouver, in BritColumbia,
ish

Canada. She serves

on EAPA's Board of Directors as Canadian
Region Representative.

in their Employee and Family Assistance Program. We have developed a
workshop entitled "How to be an EffectiveCaregiver"which helpstoguide
participants through their own unique
"values clarification process." This
helps them to understand how interfacing with family and community
resources can prevent burnout and
prolong the quality of their relationship with an aging relative. Similar
workshops have been hosted by other
OAPs in Canada.

pEPENDENT CARE

And we thought quality day care was
difficult to obtain here 20 years ado!
Dual-career families do not have time
on a daily. basis to take care of the
business of caring for the ones they
love. Webber writes: "In a recent
study of Canada Employment and Immigration Advisory Council's Committee on Workers With Family Responsibiliti~s, about $0% of employeesexperienced some degree of stress
or role conflict, and 30% believed
there wasadefinite impactontheirjob
performance as a result of dependentcare responsibilitiesandliving in dualcareerfamilies. Twenty to 30 percent
of working people (in Canada) are
caring for an elderly family member.
Again, it is mainlywomen who assume
the bulk of this care."
Geri Campbell, CEAP, EAP counsellor at R.C. Telephone, says her
company has implemented a Pioneer
Member Assistance Program (PMAP)
which is operated by retirees underthe
guidance and direction of the EAP.
Older employees or retirees may contacteither the EAP or PMAP.
Many ofthe 40 EAPs that I d i rect on
behalf of Family Service of Greater
Vancouver, The Employee Assistance
Group,include retirees as participants

Some EAPs here are developing
computerized data bases from which
employees can access resource information. Qthers are implementing
eldercare programs, perhaps initially
on a pi lot basis. With specific regard to
eldercare,Sr. Mildred Kaufmann,SMS,
Ph.D., of Family Services, Prince
Albert, Saskatchewan, writes:"Family
members are more concerned over
eldercare asfewer members are hospitalizedand encouraged to be cared for
by family members."
WOMEN'S ISSUES AND THE MEN'S
MOVEMENT

Familyviolence is increasing. There is
an increased need to address sexual
abuse issues. Child care concerns are
also rising and these issues are creating ademand for more female therapists.
On the other hand,. the "Men's
Movement,"anew,butgrowing, phenomenon, is underway in the world
today. It has reached Canada,too,and
was acknowledged by 30% of the
survey respondents. According to
Mcllwain, "Open discussion, media
attention and books like Iron John
make it OK to explore these issues that
men identify with and feel isolated
about." She adds, "We're possibly
experiencing a backlash as men as-

~EEKING JUST THB RIGHT WORDS
TO D ESCRIBE A ~LIENT~S

You'll find all ofthemiu
The Clinician's Thesaurus ZEd.

BEHAVIORS? Now you can tailor your narratives by choosing from the 17,000+
descriptive terms and standard phrases culled from 5000+ reports into 176 pages.
It offers hundreds of descriptors for Normal and Abnormal Cognitive Functioning,
Behavioral and Interpersonal Observations, Symptomatic behaviors, Affects, ADLs,
Vocational, and Social Functioning, all Personality Disorders, Diagnoses, Prognoses,
Closing the report, Recommendations, and more handy items. Learn the language of the
field or refresh and individualize your narratives and sharpen your writing and recall.
You'll have it in 14 days with a money hack guarantee of satisfaction. $23.So
includes shipping ($24.70 to PA)to 3WP-EAP, Box 81033, Pgh,PA 15217 anal~Ifianks
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sume a defensive posture because of
the strong criticism they've received.
We need to work collaboratively and
cooperatively toward achieving organizational/business goals rather than
having a contest of wills."
Scheel comments that in Calgary,
numerous men's groups are springing
up and her EAP is offering workshops
for men on issues such as self-esteem
and fathering.
The issues of gender, as well as
family, will continue to develop as
dual-career families try to cope with
the demands of work and home life.
TEAM APPROACH IS REPLACING
MANAGEMENT HIERARCHY

One of the important Canadian issues
during the 1990s is the increasing
prevalence ofthe autonomousworker.
This is evident in the movement toward team structures in the workplace
instead of vertical management hierarchies. Cornell says that EAPs will
need to learn new skills, especially
relating to organizational stress interventions. This will be a major change
in the 1990s. The work-team approach of production can offer more
support and understanding for employees, of which the EAP can play a

larger part, Scheel adds.
CONCLUSION

Of the various issues which Canadian
EAPsareaddressing, meetingtheneeds
offamilies is the mostvital, since societal pressures appear to be tearing
apart the family unit. "Changing family structures have determined the
various reasonsfor contactingthe EAP,"
Campbell observes. Respondents
agreed that the most apparent sign of
this is the increasing number of childrenthatEAPsareseeing. Community
resources for counselling are becoming overburdened, thus shifting EAPs
in the direction of direct counseling.
As a matter of practical consideration,
Wey notes that now "many families
are being referred to their companies'
EAPs by their social service agencies."
How's that for shifting roles! There
may be a question about the appropriateness of this, but it speaks volumes
about the statuture that EAPs have
achieved here among employers and
in the professional community.
In a future issue, Broughton will commen[ on the Canadian health care
system and how it varies from the one
Cdr
now used in the U.S.
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The Brazil Ex perience
American corporations need to follov~r
some basic steps in establishing EAPs for
affiliates in developing countries
BY JOHN E. BURNS

he sustained growth of EAPs
in the United States has been
achieved because of—or at
least in large measuredueto—
employer-sponsored chemical dependency treatment benefits. In Brazil, as in many developing countries,
overcoming the resistance of budget
officers to expanding employee benefits is difficult to surmount. In Brazil,
particularly, the quarterly issue is not
just profits, but survival.
Th is is not due to a lack of benefits.
Brazilian corporations by law and
custom furnish a broad gamut of social and medical services at the work
site and often extend benefits to dependents. There is always a wellequipped, on-site outpatient medical
clinic that staffs social workers and
psychologists. In this respect, corporations here are already oriented to
broadbrush programming. But health
insurance here typical ly covers everything except chemical dependency
treatment. Therefore, when an employee isreferred to treatment,the tab
is often paid directly from local departmentfunds.
The good news for advocates of
EAPs and related programs is, once a
dedicated physician or social worker
wins the bureaucratic battle and establishes aprogram, it generates excellentresults. Bythattime,however,
the road has often already been paved
by compelling evidence that an alcoholism problem is disrupting the stability of the employee population.
In other cases, treatment centers
recru it corporate cl Tents di rectly,which
shortchanges the EAP process of treatment-matching. As is often .the case
where the EAP community is notwellestablished in an area, there is strong
potential for conflict of interest.

When a multinational company
enters a developing country such as
Brazil, an existing EAP and drug/alcohol policy at headquarters does not
always clearlytranslate into a dynamic
policy in the field. EAP professionals,
like everyone else, get caught up in the
internecine battles between the home
office and overseas branches. Capital,
technology and quality control transfereasily, but personnel is a local and
culturally loaded concern.
The overseas office traditionally
plays its cards close to the vest because
of its subordinate role. If the CEO in
Brazil is an American, s/he is often
supported by a staff of bilingual Brazilianswho have been in their roles for
many years. If questioned about an
alcoholism program,theywill produce
the corporate manual, carefully translated,and show the language about an
appropriate committee, but in actuality very few people ever receive treatment.
Infrequently, EAP professionals
from U.S. headquarters are invited
down, wined and dined, but their recommendations snag on the question
of,"Whose budget?" There are always
more pressing local priorities. This
also helps to explain why a number of
JOHN E. BURNS, MA, CEAP is executive director of Vila Serena TreatmentCenter isSao Paulo, BraziI, which
he opened with initial financial assistancefrom Johnson &Johnson Corporation. He was trained in the U.S. in
philosophy and theology and arrived
in Brazil in 1958 as a Roman Catholic
missionary. He has been working in
the chemical dependency field since
1981, after his own recovery from
alcoholism.

American-based EAPconsultants have
contemplated establishingthemselves
in Brazil, but few actually have found
any promise on worthwhile monetary
return. What can be done? A lot.
Once a program is established, its
benefits become clear to mid-level
managers who bother to observe
changes in the employee base, even if
that program is perceived as a bureaucratic tool to adroitly remove a
troublesome subordinate. Interested
supervisors keep the program alive in
spite of budget cuts, mergers and staff
changes.
Never has a multinational corporation started a program in Brazil that
has not endured the internal and external politicalandeconomicvicissitudes
of operating a corporation in Latin
America. The long-term existence of
the program wi II be based on compelling reasons: employee retention, a
positive corporate image,competition
from other multis, and making a favorableimpression onthe public and/
or labor unions.
A FOREIGN-BASED
AFFILIATE PROGRAM
If an EAP coordinator from the U.S. is
interested in helping a corporate affiliate in Brazil establish a program,
the budget issue should be avoided, at
least initially. Once the concept is
sold,the money wi I I take care of itself,
because the expense is not as heavy as
it is often perceived to be. The EAP, of
course, is a relatively small expense,
and quality 28-day treatment costs
about U.S.$1500 here,and outpatient
and family programs are widely available.
The easiest way to develop an "in"
with a company in Brazil is through
training, which is commonplace and
low-cost. A technique has clearly
been successful in developing a Brazilian-model EAP. The first step is 40
hours of training for all interested human resources personnel. This includes the social workers, the staff

physician (who never works full-time
because all occupational physicians
here hold down two or three jobs),
nurses, psychologists, safety people,
and one ortwo interested supervisors.
Besides providingtraining,this process
serves as a selection mechanism to
identify those professionals willing to
work with chemical dependency.
The group that forms as a result of
thistrainingwill determinethesuccess
of the program. If this group participates in the decision-making process
of the human resources department,
the program has possibilities. If it becomes isolated from the power structure or decision-making process, it
will not last.
There are many pitfalls. If the
physicians, social workers and other
health-care professionals are divided
by geography, lack of an effective organizational reporting structure or
personal conflicts,attempts at program
development wil I probably be wasted
or the program may be doomed for
failure. A good indicator can be ascertained by finding out how employeeswith emotional problems are
managed.
The next step is eight hours of
instruction for supervisors and midlevel managers. This is crucial, as the
program will only function if some of
them see it as a means to deal with
problem employees. While a consultant/trainer will never have unanimoussupport among supervisors for a
program, the key to success is to have
one or two upper-level executives
present at the training.
Getting the message to employees
is not difficult. There are the usual
corporate publications. Some companies invest substantially in training
by requiring each employee to attend
a four-hour session. Also,an excellent
opportunity for program publicity is
during Accident Prevention Week,
observed annually in Brazil and bound
by law. There is an election in each
company for a commission to plan for
and conduct this event.

During Accident Prevention Week,
every corporation is required to permit all of its employees to leave their
jobs and attend on-site activities related
to accident prevention. Most employers cooperate generously by providingtime, space and some financial
support.The committee creates events
that hopefully will attract employees,
who are encou raged, but not requ i red,
to attend. Activities often includefilms,
lectu res by popu lar personal ities,plays,
contests, sporting events, and so forth.
Anything about alcoholism always attracts people, especial ly if the event is
presented by an American.
The commissioners' most challengingtask is always to find interesting presentations. Anything on alcohol and drugs attracts people, especially if an overseas visitor is presenting.
A technique to penetrate the executivesuite is topresent aprogram at
the work site on drug prevention and
invite the wives. Schedule it for the
firstthing inthe morning,justafterthe
children have been dropped off at
scnooi. i nev will attena it the

Brazil's Treatment
Community

Thehasadaption
of EAPs in Brazil
occurred largely through
AA-based treatment centers. Two
pioneers, Sergio Paulo Ramos and
Don Lazo, visited Hazelden and
Chit Chat Farm in the 1970s. They
opened centers, which spawned
others, and today there are at least
15 Twelve-Step establishments.
This is not so different, incidental ly,from other parts in the world.
It is, in fact, reminiscent ofoccupational program pioneering in the
U.S.
During treatment at a Brazilian
facility, there is frequent contact
with the family and weekly fol low
upatthejobsite. Aftercare is often
used as primary treatment and
called "mini-outpatient."
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senter is from the head office. The EAP defau It.
an EAPA conference, or a summer
message can be deftly inserted into the
Finally, invitesomekeypersonsfrom school,such as those at Utah or Rutgers.
presentation.
Much can be done overseas. It
the affiliate's human resources drug
The)ohnson &Johnson program has dependency program group to visit you requires work, tact and openness to a
developed an innovative program in in the U.S. Depending on their level of different culture, but offersa marvelous
the Sao Paulo area to promote drug English, arrange it in conjunction with opportunity for pioneering work. i~
prevention for children. Typically in
large companies throughout Brazil,
employees are picked up each morning in company buses and transported
to work, then dropped off at the end of
the day. During children's vacation
periods,)&J holds day-long drug prevention programs for groups of children that includes a tour of the shop
floor and offices, as well as a luncheon
in which the working parents) join
their children. On those days, after
dropping the workers off at the J&)work
site, the buses loop back around and
pick up the children. At the end of the
presentation the buses return the children home then loop back around for
the working parents.
For corporate EAP directors looking
to develop EAPs among overseas affiliates, one bit of advice is to spend time
with the social workers on the shop
floor or by visiting their office. Bring
along a translator. Most corporate EAP
SUBSTANCE /'1BUSE SUBTLE SCREENING INVENTORY
coordinators thatvisit Brazil are limited
to contact with the upper levels and do
little more than talk to those who can
Demonstration and Training
speak English. An EAP director should
offer to pay for the interpreter or, in the
for the SASSI Available at
case of a training event or other presentation,a simultaneoustranslator.
Major Conferences and for
Diplomatically avoid using EnglishIndividual Groups on Request
speaking people in the company as
interpreters or translators, even those
gifted supersecretaries or executives
who have spent years living in the U.S.
They are not professional translators
and their biases and agendas could
•
•
•
•
interfere.
Also, spend time at the treatment
T
N
S
I
T
U
T
E
centers in Brazil. Since theyfill the role
of EAP consultant, pick their brains.
4403 Trailridge Road
They will be glad to share at no cost.
Bloomington, Indiana 47408
They need to sell their services. Take
Call 1-800-726-0526
your translator, or you'll have to be
content with people like me who will
give you an Americanized version by

A Drug Free Workplace
Demands

A Scientific Assessment For:
~.Courts
2. Insurance Companies
3. Employee Rights

Is it worth ten minutes and $x.50 to be
on solid ground?
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EAPA is keeping apace with an EAP profession on the move and has fine-tuned its popular Subject Search ~ ~~
C
Catalog. The new listings,shown in the menu below, are consistent with the newly revised Content Areas /~
e~
thatconstitutetheCEAPScopeofPractice. Subjectsearchesconsistofacollectionofjournalarticles,book
chapters, brochures, pamphlets, ect. which provide informtion in a given topic.
Here's how to order: Mark the boxes to the left ofthe titles you want. Make a check payable to"EAPA"
for the total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to the right of each title. Mail the form with
your check or purchase order to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA 22203.
Advance payment is required, but telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to American
Express, Master Card or Visa. Telephone:(703) 522-6272.
TITLE

PRICE
EAP Direct Services

❑Troubled Professionals/
Executives ....................................11,00

Work Organizations
❑Cultural Diversity .............................14.00
❑Labor/Management Programs ...........17.00
Human Resource Management
❑Benefits Overview/Manager's
Guide ...........................................14.00
❑Benefits/MH,CD ............................... 9.00
❑Career Development/Competencies .22,00
❑COBRA ............................................. 9.00
❑ ERISA ................................................ 9.00
D Fitness for Duty ...............................24.00
❑Insurance/Health Care
Utilization ....................................18.00
❑Job Loss ............................................16,00
❑Knox-Keene ....................................... 6.00
❑Law: Anti-Drug Abuse Act
(summary) ..................................... 6.00
❑ Law: Drug-Free Workplace Act ......... 6.00
❑Law: Duty to Warn ...........................10.00
❑ Law: Privacy Act ............................... 7.00
❑ Legalization ....................................... 7.00
❑Managed Care/Alternative
Therapies ...................................... 5.00
❑Managed Care/Cost Containment .....11.00
❑Managed Care/HMOs, PPOs ...,...,....18,00
❑Managed Care/Overview ................... 7.00
❑Managed Care Utilization ................. 7.00
❑Work and Family: Child Care ...........15.00
❑Work and Family: Eldercare .............. 6.00
❑Work-Site Wellness/Health
Promotion ....................................26.00
EAP Policy and Administration
❑ Confidentiality ................................... 9.00

1

D Contracting: Pricing and
Services ........................................10.00
❑Cost-Benefit Analysis/
Effectiveness .................................42.00
❑Cost Containment :............................19.00
❑ EAP History ....................................... 9.00
❑ EAP Internal/External ......................... 6.00
❑ EAP Models and Essential
Ingredients .........................................22.00
❑ EAP Models and Influences ..............34.00
❑ EAP Overview ..................................14.00
❑ EAPs and Small Businesses/
Consortia ...................................... 9.00
0Ethics ...............................................10.00
❑ Evaluation Benchmarks ....................39.00
❑Managed Care/EAP Perspective ,........ 6.00
❑Marketing .......................................... 9.00
❑Needs Assessment ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 7,00
❑Policy ...............................................16.00
❑Supervisory Programming ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,18.00
0Traning of EAP Practitioners .............12,00
❑Utilization ........................................18.00

Lo~_~v.~~— ~~~~~~~~

❑Case Load/Case Management ...........10.00
❑Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing ..........................................50.00
❑ EAP/Chemical Dependency
Assessment .........................................15.00
❑ EAP Referral Process .........................14.00
❑Prevention ........................................16.00
Chemical Dependency and Other Addictions
❑Aftercare/Relapse Prevention ..,.........14.00
❑ Co-Dependency ................................ 7.00
0Drug Testing Bibliography ................. 4.00
D Drug Testing Cost-Benefit
Analysis........................................ 4.00
❑Drug TestinglEAP Perspective ............ 9.00
❑Drug Testing Overview ....................21.00
❑Employer Anti-Drug Programs .........,. 9.00
❑Women and Chemical Dependency.14.00
Personal and Psychological Problems
❑AIDS and the Workplace ..................20.00
❑Physically Challenged ......................19.00
❑Stress: )ob-Related ............................19.00
❑Work and Family: General ...............12.00

Special Offering
❑Fact Sheets(complete sets only) .......15.00
Topics; Absenteeism,consumption, dollar
impacdworkplacense,drug-freeworkplace
regulations, EAP response, employer investment in EAPs, four most prevalent
workplace drugs, impacVjob-performance
measures, incidence/prevalence, positive
consequences of EAPs, termination vs.
treatment, Workforce 2000
Cost of Searches
Non-EAPA members add
50%surcharge
Sub-Total

_
$

Virginia Residents
add 4.5%sales tax
TOTAL

Also of interest
YOUR NAME

❑Audiovisual Reviews ........................27.00
❑ EAPs in Higher Education .................11.00
❑ EAP Program Forms ..........................14.00
❑ EAP Salaries ...................................... 5.00
❑ EAPs in School Systems ....................11.00

$

Membership Category
Organization

$

COMMITTEE
DEWS

Revised Bylaws Ready for Approval

One

way that an observer of a
professional association can
measure the integrity of its
organizational structure and strength
of its decision-making processes is to
place its bylaws under the reading
lamp. EAPA has had bylaws throughoutits 20 years, but has typical ly made
revisions, as necessary, in piecemeal
fashion. Examples of such changes
have been the addition of new Board
positions, name changefrom ALMACA
to EAPA, and addition of an emeritus
membership category.
The Bylaws Committee,chaired by
Jim Roth, has completed afour-year
process of redrafting the document
and assuring its contents are synchronous. It has sought to raise the presentabi I ity of EAPA's day-to-day governing
document to that which is common
among well-established, professional

The Bylaws Committee
has sought to raise the
presentability of(the
Bylaws) to that which is
common among wellestablished, professional
associations."
rectors,chapter presidents and Bylaws
Committee members. EAPA's pastand
present legal counsels—Bill Carnahan
and Steve Fellman—both made.significant contributions to it. Once the
documentis ratified,a professional writer
will be hired for the final drafting.
Roth stresses that the Bylaws
Committee's assignment. has not been
to redefine the association in terms of

its mission, structure or procedures—
since itwasgiven no mandatetodoso.
Its goal has been to facilitate development of a new set of bylaws that reflectswhere EAPA is now in its growth
and evolution.
Roth is quick to pass credit to the
many people who contributed to the
process of revision. He feels that his
fellow Bylaws Committee members
deserve special recognition for their
efforts. They are Russ Binicki, Richard
Bollaert, Terry Cowan Bob Dorris,)r.,
Susan Graingerand MadeleineTramm.
"I think the process of revising the
Bylaws is analogous to making a computer model of the association," Roth
concludes. "The proposed new Bylaws
is a picture of EAPA as people have
told us they would like it to be. RatiC~
fication will make it a reality."

associations. The document, still in
draft form, is published on the next
seven pages. EAPA's individual, voting members are asked to review it.
They willhave the opportunity to vote
to approve or not approve it during
the Annual Business Meeting on November 10 at the 20th National Con-

ference in St. Louis.
According to Roth, "Our original
assignment was to produce a documentwith aconsistent flow and then
professionalize it, from a pure writtencommunication perspective. The association obtained recommendations
for structural and procedural changes
from the Organizational Review Committee in 1987 and American Society
of Association Executives evaluation
team in 1989.. From them, certain

modifications were incorporated into
the document which have passed all
the stages of review to date."
Asidefrom outside or adhocgroups,
a wealth of information has been submitted by EAPA's leadership. The proposed new Bylaws includes input received since 1987 from the administrations of GaryAtkins,Tom Pasco and
Dan Lanier. It has come from the
executive committees, boards of di32
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A tY1L11t1Y1c1~lOI111 Fortune 50 Company has opportunities for qualified
Employee Assistance Consultants in its Human Resources function. Most locations are
in midwestern, southeastern and gulf states.

The successful applicants will have a Master's degree in a related field (e.g.
social work or psychology)and at least 5 years of clinical background, of which 2 are in
employee assistance and 2in the addictions field. Also required: appropriate license, certification, and a vigorous adherence to a code of professional ethics. Preference will be
give to candidates with doctorates and experience in a manufacturing section. Also
required is a demonstrated excellence in verbal/written communications, problem-solving
skills and the ability to work with diverse groups and arrive at independent decisions.
that emphasizes concern and respect for people and the
Join a compaLly
attract the
excellent salary and
environment.In order to
benefits package is offered.

highest quality candidates, an

FOP pP011lpt and confidential consideration, please submit the following: resume,
statement ofgeographical preference, names offive professional references and copies of
all degrees, licenses, and certifications. Write to: BOX EAPA 913 10 W. 20th Street New
York, NY 10011.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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D
OF EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROFESSIONALS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Article
NAME AND OBJECTIVES
The name and title of the Association shall be the Employee Assistance Professionals
Association ("EAPA").
The objectives of EAPA, anon-profit and tax-exempt association, are as follows:
• to provide leadership in promoting the national and international growth and
development of EAPs in public and private sector workplaces.
• to provide resources for fostering national and international public and private
initiatives that enhance the value and impact of EAPs.
• to devise and maintain EAP program standards.
• to sponsor improved methods for evaluating EAP efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
• to develop training programs for management and labor representatives.
• to maintain a certification program for Certified Employee Assistance Professionals
(CEAPI.
to administer a (ode of Ethics for EAP practitioners.
to improve methods of record keeping and collecting
data and statistics for research purposes.

Article II
PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The principal office of the Association shall
be located within the general Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area or in any other location or
locations that may be approved by the Board
of Directors.

Article III
MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Types of Membership.
There shall be seven types of membership: individual
(voting at national and chapter levels) membership; associate
(non-voting ai national level, voting and non-voting at chapter level to be
determined by the chapter) membership; honorary (non-voting at national and chapter
level) membership; organizational (voting and non-voting at national and chapter levels;
depending on the qualifications of the designated representative)membership;studeni(nonvoting at ihenational and chapter levels) membership;emeritus individual(voting at national
and chapter levels) membership; and retired individual(voting at national and chapter levels)
membership.
Section 2. Individual Membership (voting at national and chapter levels).
Individual membership shall be open to all persons employed in the field of employee
assistance at least 50% of their time, whether employed by management or labor or
independently. Members shall pay dues as described in Article III, Section 9.
Section 3. Associate Membership (nonvoting at the national level, voting and
non-voting at the chapter level 10 be determined by the chnpter).
This category shall be opened to those employed less than 50% of their time in the field
of employee assistance and to those not employed in the field of employee assistance (e.g.

Treatment, Personnel, Human Resource Professionalsl. Such membership shall be subject to
payment of dues as described in Article III, Section 9.
Section 4. Honorary Membership (nonvoting at the national and chapter
levels).
This category shall beopen tonon-members of the association, who are committed and
dedicated to helping troubled or impaired employees and families; nominated by memhership committee and approved by the Board of Directors. Honorary members may not vote
nor hold elective offices and need not pay dues; however, they may elect to retain voting
status, if otherwise qualified, by payment of dues as described in Article III, Section 9.
Section 5. Organizational Membership (non-voting at national and chapter
levels.
This category shall be open io supportive organizations(e.g. unions, business companies
or corporations, government entities, civic groups, etc). An organization joining EAPA as an
organizational member shall designate an employee of said organization as its EAPA
representntive. If that employee would qualify as an "Individual" member of EAPA and upon
application, such employee shall became an "Individual" member of EAPA
with the right to vote without having to pay additional dues.
Section b. Student Membership(nonvoting at
national and chapter levels).
This category of membership is open to
~~'
those students carrying at least 9 credit
hours per semester in an employee assistance program, chemical dependenry,
alcoholism or other related degree program. Such membership shall be subject
to payments of dues as described in
Article III, Section 9.
Section 7. Emeritus Membership
(voting at national and chapter levels).
This category shall be opened to up to six
~~
persons per year having 15 years or more of exemplary
service and commitment to the EAP profession and individual
membership in the Association. Emeritus membership is awarded by the
Board of Directors.
Section 8. Retired Individual Membership (voting at national and chapter
levels.
This category shall be open to individual members of the association who retire, but
maintain some current activity or involvement in the field. Members shall pay dues as
described in Article III, Section 9.
Section 9. Dues and Assessments.
Dues and assessments shall be as follows: (a) individual, associate, organizational,
retired and student members shall contribute such annual dues and other reasonable
assessments as the Board of Directors shall determine;(b) honorary and emeritus members
shall not be assessed any dues or assessments as condition of such membership.
Section 10. Applications for Membership.
All applications for individual membership shall be reviewed by the Membership
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(ommiflee in accordance with the criteria established by this Article. Any applicant who, in
the judgement of the Membership Committee, is not eligible for voting membership shall be
offered nonvoting membership in the Association.
Section 11. Nondiscrimination.

No person shall be denied membership in the Association on the basis of race, sex, age,
handicap, religion, ethnic origin or sexual orientation.
Section 12. Disciplinary Actions.

Any member may be expelled,suspended, or otherwise disciplined by the Association for
unprofessional conduct or abuse of membership in accordance with criteria and procedures
established by the Ethics Committee, as approved by the Board of Directors.
Section 13. Annual Business Meeting.

There shall be an annual business meeting of the Association at the annual conference.
Items to be included in the agenda for the meeting may be proposed at the request of the
Board of Directors, or by written request of at least ten (10) percent of the voting members.
Such requests proposed by the voting members must be received at least sixty(60)days prior
to such meeting. Notification of such meeting, together with a preliminary meeting agenda
shall be made by the Chief Operating Officer and shall be mailed ai least forty-five(45)days
before such meeting. However,if the Executive Commiflee determines that an emergency
situation exists, it may add pertinent items to the agenda of the meeting provided notice of
such addition is mailed at least ten (10) days before such meeting.
Section 14. Special Meetings.

Special Meeting of the Association may be called by the Board of Directors of the
Association or by written request of ten (10) percent of the voting members. Notification of
such meeting shall state the purpose of the meeting; shall be made by the Chief Operating
Officer; and, shall be mailed at least ten (10) days before such meeting.
Section 15. Waiver of Notice.

Whenever any notice of any meeting of the members is required under provisions of law,
the Articles of Incorporation, or these Bylaws, a waiver in writing, signed by the those
scheduled to receive notice and filed with the records of the meeting, whether before or aker
the holding thereof, shall be equivalent to the giving of such notice. Presence at nny meeting
without objection shall also constitute waiver or required notice.
Section 16. Quorum.

The presence oftwenty-five(25)voting members of the Association constitutes a quorum
for the transaction of business.
Section 17. Voting.

Each individual member shall be entitled io one vote on each matter submitted io the vote
of such voting members. A majority of the votes cast shall be sufficient to take or authorize
action upon any matter which may properly come before the membership unless the
concurrence of a greater proportion is required for such action by law, the Articles of
Incorporation, or by other provisions of the Bylaws.

Article IV
OFFICERS
Section 1. Specification of Officers.

The officers of the Association shall be a President, an Immediate Past President, a Vice
President, ten Regional Representatives (for the Eastern, Mid-Atlantic, Southern, Southwest,
North fentral,Mid-West, Pacific, Western, International, and fanadian Regions►, a Secretary,
a Treasurer, and a Chief Operating Officer who shall be the staff chief operating officer of the
Association. No person shall hold more that one office at any one time. No person shall be
eligible to be President, Vice President, Secretary, or Treasurer of the Association unless such
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person is an Individual member of the Association. No person shall be eligible to be a Regional
Representative of the Association unless that person is an Individual member and is a resident
of the Region which he or she represents, except that the Regional Representative of the
International region need not be a resident of said region.
Section 2. Duties of Officers, General Provisions.

In addition to the duties specifically provided herein the officers shall undertake such
duties as are appropriate to their titles, as established in policies and procedures of the
Association.
Section 3. Duties of Officers, Specific Provisions.

(a) President: The President shall preside at all Association business meetings and
at all meetings of the Board of Directors and of the Executive(ommiflee. li shall be the duty
of the President to supervise the Chief Operating Officer and to perform such other duties and
have such other powers as the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee may from time
to time prescribe. In addition to other powers and duties, the President shall negotiate an
employment contract with the Chief Operating Officer and, with the approval of the Board of
Directors, shall be empowered io employ and terminate the employment of the Chief
Operating Officer pursuant to the terms of the contract.
(b) Immediate Past President: The Immediate Past President shall act as an advisor
to the President and the Board of Directors and shall be the Chairperson of the Ethics
Committee.
(c) Vice President: The Vice President shall, in the absence or disability of the
President, perform the duties and exercise the powers of the President and shall perform such
other duties and have such other powers as the Board of Directors or the Executive Commiflee
from time to lime prescribe.
(d) Regional Representatives: Each Regional Representatives shall serve as a liaison
between his/her region and the Board of Directors; shall preside over the activities of that
region; shall review all applications for Chapter status; and shall perform such other functions
as shall be required by the Board of Directors.
(e) Secretary: The Secretary of the Association shall have the duty of supervising
the keeping of the minutes of all meetings of the Board of Directors and the Executive
Commiflee; of supervising the mailing of proper notice of all such meetings; of supervising
the mailing of the slate of Officers to the voting members of the Association; of performing
all duties which are incident to the Office of Secretary; and of performing such other duties
as the Board, the Executive Committee, or the President may from time to time prescribe.
(f) Treasurer: The Treasurer working under the guidelines established by the Board
of Directors, the Executive Committee and the President, shall be the Chairperson of the
Finance Committee;shall be responsible for supervising the funds of the Association; and shall
submit to the Executive Committee and the Board of Directors an annual report of the financial
condition of the Association, including its receipts and disbursements. The annual report of
the financial condition of the Association shall 6e audited by a firm of certified public
accountants approved by the Executive Committee. The Treasurer shall carry out all other
duties which are incident of the Office of Treasurer, and shall perform such other duties and
have such other powers as the Board, the Executive Committee, or the President may from
time io time prescribe.
(g) Chief Operating Officer: The Chief Operating Officer of the Association shall be
the staff person who shall have overall responsibility for planning, directing, and administering activities of the Association under the supervision of the President and the Board of
Directors; shall carry out his/her duties within the context of appropriate legal and
administrative requirements and in accord with the various policies established from time to
time by the Board of Directors; shall not obligate the Association in any contracts or
agreements that are contrary to established policies or legal obligations; shall report io and
receive instructions from the President; shall have authority to hire and to terminate for cause
all personnel required to permit him/her to complete his/her duties consistent with budget
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and staffing patterns and the personnel policies adopted by the Board of Directors; shall be
responsible for the submission of a report to be presented at every regular meeting of the
Board of Directors selling forth the activities of the staff, the state of the Association and future
needs and opportunities of the Assaciotion;shall also prepare a monthly report of the financial
activities of the Association for the Treasurer; shall devote full time and aflendance to the
performance of services during normal business hours and at such other times as are required
for successful completion of his responsibilities; and shall perform such other duties as the
President may from time to time prescribe.
Section 4. Composition of Nominating Committee.
The Nominating Committee shall be composed of ten (10) voting members of the
Association, one appointed by each of the ten(10)Regional Representatives. The Nominating
fommittee shall select a Chairperson from among its membership.
Section S. Nomination of Officers and Regional Board Members.
Officers and Regional Representatives shall be nominated by the Nominating (ommiflee,
acting in its discretion or pursuant to a request of at least fiNy (50) voting members of the
Association provided that such request is submitted to the Nominating Committee at least four
(4) months prior to the Annual Business Meeting of the Association.
Section b. Required Nominations.
(al The Nominating Committee shall nominate the Vice President for the Office of
President upon completion ofhis/her term as Vice President. The Nominating Committee may

make additional nominations for the Office of President, but no person may be nominated
for such office if the election of such person could result in that person holding such Office for
more than three (3) successive years.
(b) The Nominating Committee shall nominate no more than two nominees each for
the offices of Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer.
(c) The Nominating Committee shall nominate no more than two(2) nominees for
Regional Representative to the Board of Directors from each region.
(d) All persons nominated by the Nominating Committee for the office of President,
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Regional Representative shall be Individual
members of the Association.
Section 1. Election of Officers.
(a) All officers of the Association, except the Immediate Past President and the Chief
Operating Officer shall be elected, and such election shall be exclusively from nominations
provided by the Nominating(omminee,acting either in its discretion, or pursuant to a written
request from the membership as required in the Bylaws.
(b) Officers shall be elected biennially in even numbered years for a period of two
(2)years through mail ballot by a majority of the voting members voting for each office. The
Secretary of the Association will be responsible far supervising the mailing the slate of those
nominated to voting members at least eight(8) weeks prior to the Annual Business Meeting
in a year in which officers shall be elected. Ballots must be postmarked ai least four(4)weeks
prior to such Annual Business Meeting.
(c) The officers of the Association shall take office at the next Annual Conference
after their election. The installation shall take place during the opening session of the Annual
Conference.
Section 8. Resignation, Removal and Replacement of Officers.
(a) The Board of Directors shall be authorized to accept the resignation of any officer.
(b) The Board of Directors shall be authorized to remove all officers except the
President, with or without cause, by two thirds(2/3)vote of those voting at a duly constituted
Board of Directors Meeting.
(c) The Board of Diredorsshall be authorized by two thirds(2/3)vote of those voting
ai duly constituted Board of Directors Meeting to recommend for consideration of the
membership the removal for cause of the President.

(d) The Boord of Directors shall be nuthorized to select a replacement for any officer
who has resigned or has been removed far the remainder of such officer's term of office;
except for the Chief Operating Officer who shall be selected and replaced in accordance with
Article IV, Section 31a).

Article V
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Section 1. Powers and Duties.
The Board of Directors shall be the governing and policy making body of the Association
and shall have responsibility for supervising the activities of the Association. The Board may
delegate Geriain of its duties and functions, but such delegation shall not abrogate or vitiate
its powers and responsibilities. The Board shall submit to the membership any matters which,
in the judgement of the Board, require approval of such membership.
Section 2. Composition of the Board.
The Board of Directors shall be composed of thirty (30) persons; fourteen (14) elected
officers of the Association, the seventeen (l11(hairpersons ofthe standing committees. The
Chief Operating Officer shall be an ex-officio, non-voting member.
Section 3. Election of Board Members.
(a) Regional Representatives for the Board of Directors shall be elected, and such
election shall be exclusively from nominations provided by the Nominating Camminee,atling
either in its discretion or pursuant to a written request from the membership as required in
the Bylavn, provided that each Region elect only its own representative.
(b) The Regional Representatives iothe Board of Directors shall be elected biennially
in even numbered years for a term of two(2) years through mail ballot, by a majority of the
voting members from each Region. Mailing of the ballot will be in accordance with Article IV
Section 7b.
(c) The Regional Representatives to the Board of Directors shall be installed as
members of the Board at the next Annual Conference of the Association after their election.
The insiallatian shall take place during the opening session of the Annual Conference.
Section 4. Appointment of Chairpersons of the Standing Committees.
The president shall appoint the sixteen (16) appointed Chairpersons of Standing
Commiflees io the Board of Directors as their terms become available. The Treasurer
automatically serves as chairperson of the Finance(ommiflee pursuant to Article IV of these
bylaws.
Section 5. Terms of Office.
(a) The length of term for the four(4)elected Officers shall be governed by the article
IV provisions regarding selection of Officers.
(6) The length of term for the ten (10) Regional Representatives io the Board of
Directors shall be governed by Article IV provision regarding selection of Regional Represenfalives.

(c) The sixteen (16) Directors who are appointed Chairpersons of the Standing
Committees shall be appointed for three(3)year terms. No Chairperson o(a Committee who
hasserved a full three ~3)year term as a Board Member shall be eligible to serve a consecutive
term in the same capacity.
Section 6. Meetings of the Board.
(a) The Board shall meet as often as necessary, but no less than once annually.
Meetings of the Board shall be called by the Secretary of the Association at the request of the
President or an Officer acting temporarily in his/her place.
(b) Notice of a meeting may be provided in writing or by phone; provided that unless
otherwise required by law, the Articles of Incorporation, or these Bylaws, such notice maybe
waived in writing by the persons entitled to such notice, and provided further that presence
at a meeting without objection shall also constitute waiver of required notice.
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(c) As an emergency measure, meetings of the Board may be held by conference
call, where permitted by law and how permined by law and by these bylaws, provided that
in the case of any vote taken 6y telephone, the Secretary shall request further confirmation
of each vote within thirty (30) days of such vote and shall communicate the results of such
written confirmation to the Baard.
Section 7. Quorum and Voting.
A majority of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum sufficient to transact any
business coming before the Board. Unless otherwise required by law or these Bylaws, the
approval of at least a majority of a quorum shall be sufficient for approval of any action.
Section 8. Resignation, Removal, and Replacement of Board Members.
(a) Resignation, removal, or replacement of Board Members who are Officers of
the Association shall be governed by the provisions regarding resignation, removal, and
replacement of Officers.
(b) The Executive Committee shall have the authority io accept the resignation of
a Board Member who is not an Officer.
(c) The Board shall have the right 10 remove a Board Member who is not an officer
by a vote of two thirds (2/3) of the members present at a duly constituted meeting.
(d) The President, with the approval of the Executive Committee, shall be authorized
to appoint a replacement for a Board Member who is not an Officer, for the remainder of the
unexpired term of office.
Section 9. Reimbursement.
The members of the Board of Directors shall not be reimbursed for expenses in
connection with activities of the Board unless such payments are approved by the President.

Article VI
COMMITTEES
Section 1. Executive Committee.
(a) There shall be an Executive Committee of the Board of Directors composed of
the President, Vice President, Secretary, and the Treasurer, which shall act in the name of and
with the full power of the Board of Directors during the intervals between meetings of the
Board on matters requiring action by the Directors. The Chief Operating Officer shall be an
ex officio, non-voting member.
(b) At any meeting of the Executive Committee, three or more members of the
Committee shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business provided that if, at any
time, there shall be less than a quorum present, a majority of those present may postpone
or adjourn the meeting without further notice until such time as a quorum is present. If a
quorum is present, a majority of a quorum shall be sufficient io take or authorize action upon
any matter which may properly come before the meeting, unless the concurrence of a greater
proportion is required for such action by law, or the Articles of Incorporation.
(c) Whenever it is necessary, the Secretary of the Association may call a meeting
of the Executive Committee at the request of tfie President, or any Officer acting temporarily
in his/her place.
(d) Notice of a meeting may be provided in writing or by telephone, provided that,
unless otherwise required by law, the Articles of Incorporation, or these Bylaws, such notice
may be waived in writing by the persons entitled to such notice and provided further that
presence at a meeting without objection shall also constitute waiver of required notice.
Section 2. Standing Committees.
In addition to the Executive Committee there shall be the following standing Committees
which shall be the only Standing Comminees of the Association:
(a) Professional Standards Committee;
(b) Bylaws Committee (the Chairperson shall serve as the
Parliamentarian ofthe Associationl;
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(c) Education &Training Committee;
(d) Legislative and Pu61ic Palicy Committee;
(e) Research Committee;
(f) Development Committee;
(g) Treatment Committee;
(h) Finance Committee (the Treasurer of the Association shall
be the Chairperson of this Committeel;
Ii) Membership (mnmittee;
(j) Ethics Committee (the Immediate Past President of the
Association shall serve as the Chairperson of this
Committeel;
(k) fommittee on Women's Issues;
(1) Exchange Advisory fommittee;
(m) Consultants Committee;
(n) Labor Committee;
(0) Program Manager's Committee;
(p) Ethnic and Cultural Concerns Committee
Each Standing Committee shall be chaired by an Individual member of the Association
selected by the President with the approval of the Executive Committee, provided that the
finance Committee shall be chaired by the Treasurer, and provided further that the Ethics
Committee shall be chaired by the Immediate Past President. The Chairperson of the Bylaws
Committee shall act as Parliamentarian at all official Association meetings. Each Standing
Commiflee shall perform such activities and utilize such procedures consistent with the Articles
of Incorporation or these Bylaws, including policies and procedures where required, as shall
be adopted by the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee; except that each Standing
Committee may make and operate by its own rules or procedures to the extent such rules or
procedures are consistent with any rules, standards, or procedures developed by the Board
or the Executive Committee. All actions of any Standing Committee shall be communicated
to the Board of Directors through the Executive Committee and shall be subject to disapproval
or modification by the Board of Directors. A majority of the members of n Committee shall
constitute a quorum for each Standing Committee, and the affirmative vote of a majariry of
the members of the(ommiflee present shall be necessary for the transaction of any business
of any such Committee. Voting by written mailed ballot received by a quorum shall also be
accepted.
Each Standing Committee shall be given a written charter approved by the Executive
Committee which shall establish the Committee's duties and responsibilities. The (hair of each
Committee, subject to the approval of the President, shall appoint such members to the
Committee as is appropriate.
Section 3. Ad Hoc Committees.
Except as otherwise provided herein, the President may appoint such Ad Hac(ommiflees
as shall be needed to fulfill the responsibilities of the Association. Each such Ad Hoc Committee
shall conduct its business pursuant to and in accordance with procedures and directions
provided by the President, except, that each Ad Hoc Committee may make and operate by
its own rules or procedures to the extent such rules or procedures are consistent with any rules,
standards, ar procedures developed by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee. All
actions of any Ad Hoc Committee shall be communicated 10 the Board of Directors and
Executive Committee, and shall be subject 10 disapproval or modification by the Board of
Directors or the Executive Committee. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum
for each Ad Hoc Committee, and the affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the
Committee present shall be necessary for the transaction of any business of any such
Committee.
Section 4. Employee Assistance Certification Commission
(a) There shall bean Employee Assistance Certification Commission which shall be
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the polky-making body for all professional ceriificaiion activities for persons engaged in the
field of employee assistance programming.
(b) The Commission shall be composed of 15 Commissioners appointed by the
President with the approval of the Board of Directors. The fommissioners shall serve for three
(3) years, staggered terms. No Commissioner who has served a full three-year term shall be
eligible for a consecutive term. At least one commissioner shall be from outside of the United
States. The Chief Operating Officer of EAPA shall be a nonvoting, ex-officio member of the
Commission.
(~) The Commission shall be independent in matters relating to certification and shall
have full authority for establishing policies, procedures and standards required for the
following:
(1) Eligibility and Examination Qualifications;
(2) Examination Content and Construction;
(3) Test Administration;
(4) Scoring, in accordance with generally accepted psychometric principles;
(S)(eriificaiion without Examination;
(6) Rules of procedure for meetings, including site, frequency and agenda;
(1) Appeals;
(8) Fees;
(9) Commiflees, Standing and Ad Hoc;
(d) The Commission shall adopt a set of operating rules and procedures to include
election from among its members of a [hairperson and such officers as deemed necessary
to direct and perform the duties and responsibilities ofthe Commission and terms thereof.
(e) The Commission shall consult with and obtain approval from the Executive
fommitiee for the following decisions:
(1) Adoption of an Annual Budget;
(2) Obligations encumbering the Commission or the Association;
(3) fhanges in number or composition of committees, task forces;
(4) Administrative, legal and management support services;
(5) Acceptance or provision of grants, contracts and publications;
(f) The Commission shall evaluate, at least annually, the timeliness, quality and
effectiveness of any contradorls) with whom it works, and report with recommendations to
the Executive Committee such services it deems appropriate for said coniradorlsl to provide
in the future.

Article VII
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
(a) Any member of the Board of Directors or a (ommiflee who has a financial or
fiduciary interest in, or the appearance of such an interest in, a matter which comes before
the Board or any Committee shall bring such genuine or apparent conflict of interest, to the
attention of the Board or such Comminee and shall abstain from voting on such matter unless
it is determined that no conflict of interest exists. Any person who has knowledge of such
genuine or apparent conflict of interest on the part of any member of the Board or any
Committee may also bring such conflict of interest to the attention of the Board or such
Committee, orally, ar in writing, and the member of the Board or Committee shall abstain
from voting on the matter unless it is determined that no conflict of interest exists.
(b) When any member of the Board or a Committee, or an interested third parry,
bring to the aflention of the Board or Commiflee the claim that a genuine ar apparent conflict
of interest exists, the Board or Committee shall vote to determine whether an actual conflitl
of interest exists. If the majority of those voting determine that, in fad, a conflict does exist,
the member with the conflict of interest shall abstain from voting on the matter. If the
majority vote that no conflict of interest exists, the member may vote on the matter.

Article VIII
REGIONS
Section 1. Establishment of Regions.
The Association shall establish and maintain as orgnnizaiional units the following Regions
which shall serve as administrative subdivisions of the Association and shall undertake such
functions and reporting responsibilities asshall beprovided for by the Boord of Directors, or
the Executive Committee:
(a) Eastern Region: fonneciicut, Maine, Massachusefls, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Vermont.
(b) Mid-Atlantic Region: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and
West Virginia
(c) Southern Region: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee.
(d) Southwest Region: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma,and Texas
(e) North Central Region: Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakotn, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin.
(f) Midwest Region: Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana.
(g) Pacific Region: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington.
(h) Western Region: Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming.
li) Canadian Region: All 10 Provinces and 2 Territories of the country of Canada
(j) International Region: All other parts of the world.
Section 2. Regional Representatives.
Each Region shall be the responsibility of the Regional Representative for that Region who
shall preside over the activities of that Region.
Section 3. Districts.
Four Districts established within the United Stales will consist of two regions each as
follows:
a. District 1 to include the Eastern and Mid-Atlantic Regions.
b. District 2 to include the Southern and Southwest Regions.
c. District 3 to include the North [entral and Midwest Regions.
d. District 4 to include the Pacific and Western Regions.

Article IX
CHAPTERS
Section 1. Establishment of Chapters.
local fhapters, which are authorized by the Association as unincorporated associations,
may be organized on a regular basis in furtherance of the proposes of the Association io meet
and discuss matters of mutual interest.
Section 2. Chapter Eligibility.
Any twelve(12)or more Individual members residing or working in the same geographic
area may petition for Chapter status, provided that the formation of a Chapter wholly within
the geographic area of an existing Chapter shall not be precluded.
Section 3. Applications.
Any application for fhapter status shall be submitted io the EAPA National Office, which
will then forward ii io the appropriate Regional Representative, who shall review such
application and forward it with comments and recommendations,ifany,for the consideration
of the Bylaws Committee and the Board of Directors.
Section 4. Chapter Bylaws.
Each Chapter shall develop its own set of Bylaws,consistent with these Bylaws. The Bylaws
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developed by a Chapter must be approved by the Bylaws (ammiflee and the Board of
Directors.
Section 5. Meetings.
Chapter meetings may be held at such intervals as may be decided by the Chapter, but
not less than six (6) times per year.
Section 6. Chapter Membership.
No person shall be a member of a Chapter unless he or she is also a member in good
standing of EAPA National. Also, na person who is a member of EAPA National and who pays
all applicable local dues, may be denied membership in an EAPA Chapter. Chapter
membership categories and voting rights shall be the same as those established in Article III
of these Bylaws. Chapters shall have the option of allowing their associate members io vote
on Chapter issues and hold office at the Chapter level except for the office of Chapter
President.
Section 7. Chapter Dissolution.
Local EAPA Chapters may be dissolved for good cause by majority vote of the National
Board of Directors. Good cause may include, but is not limited to, failure to adequately
represent the interest of local members, failure to comply with the EAPA (ode of Ethics,
behavior which is inconsistent with the goals and standards of EAPA, failure to conduct
business in a financially responsible manner and failure to maintain the requisite minimum
number of individual voting members.

Article X
BOOKS AND RECORDS
The Secretary shall be responsible for supervising the maintenance of the books and
records of the Association. There shall also be kepi, at the principal office of the association,
a record of the names and addresses of the members entitled to vote. All books and records
of the Association may be inspected by any member having voting rights, for any proper
purpose, at any reasonable time.

Article XIV
EXEMPT STATUS PROVISIONS
Section 1. Restrictions on Activities.
Noiwiihstanding any other provisions of the Bylaws, the Association shall not carryon
any activities not permitted to be carried on by an association exempt from federal income
tax under section 501~c1(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of (19861, or any successor
provision.
Section 2. Dissolution.
In the event of dissolution, the residual assets of the Association will be turned over to
one or more organizations which themselves are exempt as organizations described in
sections 501(c►13) and 1701c112) of the Internal Revenue(ode of (1986)or corresponding
sections of any future Internal Revenue(ode, or the Federal, State, or Local government for
exclusively public purpose.

Article XI
FISCAL YEAR

Article XV
AMENDMENTS OF THE BYLAWS

The fiscal year of the Association shall be determined by the Board of Directors.

Section 1. Amendment by Membership.
These Bylaws may be amended, repealed, or altered, in whole or in part, and additional
Bylaws may be adopted, by a majority of those voting members voting ai an annual business
meeting ar special meeting of the membership or through a mail ballot, provided that the
notice of any proposed amendments shall be mailed to all voting members at least six (b)
weeks before the voting date.
Section 2. Amendment by Board of Directors.
These Bylaws may also be amended by a majority vote of the Board of Directors held
at a regular or special meeting of the Board, provided that notice of any proposed
amendment be submitted to the Board ai least thirty(30)days before the meeting at which
~~
the amendment is io be considered.

Article XII
SEAL
The Association may hove a Seal of such design as the Board of Directors may adopt.
If sa adopted,the custody and use of the Seal shall be under the direction of the Secretary
or his/her designee.

Article XIII
LIABILITY, INDEMNIFICATION AND REMUNERATION
Section 1. Liability and Indemnification.
In the absence of fraud or willful misconduct, the officers, directors and employees of
the Association shall not be personally liable far its debts, obligations, or liabilities; and the
Association shall indemnify any employee, officer ar director of the Association, or any
person who may have served ai its request as a Director or Officer of another organization,
whether for profit or not for profit, against claims or expenses actually and necessarily
incurred in connection with the defense of, or any liability arising from, any action, suit, or
proceeding of any nature arising out of or in connection with association activities. Such
3II

indemnification shall not be deemed exclusive of any ocher rights to which such Director,
Employee, or Officer may be entitled under any Bylaw, agreement, vote of the Board of
Directors or members, or otherwise.
The Association may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is
or was a director, officer or employee against any liability asserted against him/her in any
such capacity as stated in the immediately preceding paragraph. Indemnification by the
association will cover all amounts above and beyond policy coverage or items not included
in coverage except fraud or willful misconduct.
Section 2. Remuneration.
With the exception of services provided under certain contractual agreements, members
of the Board of Directors and all other members serve as unpaid volunteers, who may be
reimbursed only for actual out-of-pocket expenses. Payments far contractually purchased
service shall be determined by the specific contract, the awarding of which shall be governed
by sound fiscal management practices.
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(3)Provide address information, detach thisform (or
EAPA's many publications are available for purchase
association headquarters. To order any of them, a photocopy of it), enclose with it your check or purchase'
order, and mail to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite
please follow these instructions:
~
(1) Check the boxes to the left of the titles you want. 1001, Arlington, VA 22203; telephone (703) 522-6272; ~
~
~
(2)IncludeacheckorpurchaseordertoEAPAforthe fax (703) 522-4585.
Prepayment or a purchase order is required, but ~
~ total amount of your order, based nn the prices shown to
~ the right of each title. Include Virginia sales tax, if telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to ~
American Express.
'
' applicable.

'from

~
~

~
~
O EAP Association Exchange

'

issue .....................................................$ 3.00 ea...........$ 6.00 ea.

copies of the

'

(month) (year)

'
'

Individual Starter Kit Publications

;

'

❑Standards for Employee Assistance Programs ...................................$ 5.00 ................ $ 15.00

'

'
'
'

❑ A Guide for Supervisors ...................................................................$ 5.00 ................$ 8.00
❑ EAP Theory and Operations .............................................................$ 5.00 ................$ 8.00
❑Legal Issues Affecting EAPs ..............................................................$ 4.00 ................ $ 6.00
❑ EAP Value and Impact .....................................................................$ 5.00 ................ $ 8.00
❑The Continuum of Services .............................................................$ 10.00 ...............$ 15.00
❑Workplaces Without Drugs .............................................................$ 6.00 ................ $ 9.00

'
'
'

'

O Starter Kit (includes the seven

publications listed above) ...............................................................$ 35.00 ............... $ 60.00
❑ EAP Solutions to the Employer
Health Cost Crisis ...........................................................................$ 15.00 ............... $ 20.00
❑Research Presentations-1988 .......................................................$ 25.00 ............... $ 37.00
❑Research Presentations-1989 .......................................................$ 25.00 ............... $ 37.00
❑ Research Presentations-1990 .......................................................$ 25.00 ............... $ 37.00
❑ EAPs: An Annotated Bibliography ...................................................$ 15.00 ............... $ 20.00
D Women: Alcohol, Drugs and Workplace Issues ..............................$ 15.00 ............... $ 20.00
O Drug Abuse in the Workplace: Annotated
Bibliography (1977-88) ..................................................................$ 30.00 ............... $ 45.00
O Set of three bibliographies ..............................................................$ 45.00 ............... $ 60.00
O Directory of EAP Consultants .........................................................$ 25.00 ............... $ 45.00
❑International Resource Directory ...................................................$ 10.00 ............... $ 15.00
O Saving Jobs; Saving Lives (a video prepared by the EAPA St. Louis Chapter).$ 35.00 ...............$ 70.00
❑Certification Guide (one copy) ......................................................... NC ................... NC
O Recertification Guide (one copy)...................................................... NC ................... NC
O CEAP Training Provider's Guide (one copy)...................................... NC ................... NC
O CEAP Code of Professional Conduct (one copy) ............................... NC ................... NC
OCode of Ethics................................................................................... NC ................... NC
❑The Role of EAPs in the Drug-Free Workplace ................................. NC ................... NC
O Be on the Cutting Edge of the EAP Profession ................................... NC ................... NC
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BY KATHLEEN O. B[AUCHESNE

ADULTHOOD

Life

ischangingdramaticallyforadults

The major stages in the life cycles of
adults require creative and sensitive
corporate policies and EAP services.

developments.

as they struggle to manage work.and
home life. It is no longer possible to
leave personal and family problems at
home,and the workplace has assumed
afar greater importance in the lives of
workers. Here is an overview of new
•Employersare changing. In fact,they
are acknowledgingthe needfora longterm strategyto supportworkingadults
in their role as caregivers. Benefits
tailored tolife-cycle stages helps businesses appeal to potential employees
and keep the ones they have. As
corporate culture is examined, HR
leadership and EAP management of
the issues is a key strategy for success.
• A work and family audit may be
helpfultoEAPs. Trackingfamily,child
and adolescent problems, as well as
requests for family support programs,
can providedocumentationforneeded
services. First, look at the risk factors.
Review referrals for alcoholism,
chemical dependency and mental illness. Find out how many clients are
parents, whatthe ages oftheirchildren
are, includingthose no longer livingat
home. Count referrals for separation
and divorce. Check to see if children
are involved. Next,survey supervisors
to discover the frequency with which
family conflicts contribute to late arrivals,absenteeism and lower produc40
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aboutfamilyissues

tivity. Keep in mind that sometimes
supervisorsdo nothearanythingabout
family problems, but that does not
mean work/family conflicts among
employees do not exist. Many people
believethattalking

his is the last in a two-part
article. Part 1 considered the
responsibilities, problems and
concerns of EAPs in serving
persons in childhood. This conclusion addresses EAP issues related to
persons in adulthood and old age.

could endanger their jobs. Last, determinethe need for family programs
based on the demographics of the
employee population.'
Training for EAP staff in these issuesmay be beneficial. EAP staff may
be trained in addictions and mental
health, but they may not be prepared
for counseling in race, gender and
work/family issues. Awareness training toensure sensitivity can be helpful
in providing guidance, diminishing
unproductive behavior, creating
awareness of sex and race stereotyping, and- developing environments
conducivetothe human development.
The assessment of adults in the
1990s is complicated by d ifferi ng needs
in the life cycle, the tensions between
family members at dissimilar stages in
the life cycle, and the "life cycle" of
one's job. Bradley Googins, in his
book entitled Work and Family Conflicts:PrivateLives—Public Responses,
talksaboutjob/family rolestrain,which
occurs when circumstances in one
area of life affects achievements in
another area of life. For adults, these
generally fall into five areas which are
affected by people's values and norms.
•Time-based conflicts. These are
the conflicts between children's
schedules, work schedules, and adult
personal schedules.2
• Strain-based conflicts. These
occur when the worries about a child
or elderly, dependent parent affects
concentration at work. People with
strain-based conflicts generally feel
distracted and worried. An example is
aworking parentwith a latchkeychild.z
• Behavior-based conflicts. The
efficient, orderly, authoritarian man-

agement style that makes one an effective and efficient boss may not be as
usefu I at home when the kids are starving and dinner is not ready.z
• Role-cycling conflicts. These
problems occur when the developmental phases of work conflict with
the developmental stages of life. For
instance, a mother may not want to
tackle a new,demanding job immediately following the birth of a baby.
Another example is when a layoff occursjust as a teenage son or daughter
is ready to leave for college.3
• Social-network conflicts. In this
case, no one is at home to take care of
family problems. Because adults are
working so hard, both at home and at
work, people may not know their
neighbors. There may be limited social support and adults may feel more
isolated and lonely.3
There are also specific work and
family strains between parents and
children. For younger children, these
fall into three areas:
•Temporary Separation Distress.
Many parents are familiar with the
worry of leaving a tearful child at a
day-care center. Sometimes a child
may cry over and over again when left
for a period of time, causing parents
anxiety that does not go away when
they leave the child-care provider.
• Problems in the child-care program(or lack ofa program). Ch i Idren's
development is affected by the care
they receive. There are many kinds of
problems in child-care programs that
can cause adults to feel troubled. Size,
discipline, caregiver responsiveness,
safety, and consistency of care are all
issues of concern to parents.
• Preoccupation by parents with
work and other family stress. Employment stresses, such as problems
with coworkers or the supervisor, can
be carried home and affect the child
and family. The way parents perceive

stressful events within the family and
how they cope with them will affect
the child. If parents take steps to solve
problems, children will learn problem-solving techniques. If family
problems are treated as major disasters, children will be negatively affected.4
Stressorsorstresses inthe lifecycle
for parents often change as their children move from one stage to another.
The problems of younger school-aged
children are not the same as those in
adolescence, so parents' worries in
caring for their children change, too.
As children begin to travel from place
to place without adult supervision,
parents may worry about strangers or
traffic safety. With teens, the worries
may concern drinking, driving,smoking, sex, and staying out late.
OLD AGE
With declining fertility rates producing labor shortages and a changing
economy,the need to extend working
lives is underway. People are living
longer, a phenomenon due to better
nutrition,improved welfare programs,
antibiotics, high-tech medicine,
medicare and the prevention of epidemicdiseases. Today, 12.4% of the
population is elderly, and that percentage is expected to double by the
year 2050, with the largest growth
occurring in those over 80 years of
age.
Several trends are impacting on
managers of workenvironments. That,
in turn, is exerting economic pressure
to delay retirement. First,the nature of
work has changed. Information systems, computers and machines has
reduced the physical demandsofwork,
so older employees no longer need to
retire at age 65. Second, in these
inflationary times, there is no guarantee that years of retirement savings
will last through advanced old age.
Thefixed retirement income results in
seriouseconomic inequalitiesforolder
people. Third, during years when all

workers will be needed, the costs of
maintaining a largeworkforce in forced
idleness makes no senses
In their book Older Employees,
New Roles for Valued Resources,

Benson Rosen and Thomas H. Jerdee
speak to the fact that a corporate
commitmentto a retention strategyfor
older workers is good for the bottom
line. Retaining older employees not
only provides wisdom and experience
for younger workers, but lower pension costs and turnover rates provide
longer and larger returns on investment in training, contributes to high
morale, and positively affects the
organization's reputation in the community. Effective managementofolder
employees includes enhancing their
potential for a meaningful and productivework I ifeand preparation for a
successful retirement.b

"EAP staff may be trained
in addictions and mental
health, but they may not
be prepared for counseling in race, gender and
work/family issues."
Corporate dedication to retaining
older employees, for EAPs, will require new knowledge and skills in
assessment &referral in four critical
areas.
•Legal protections. There are two
major legal protections that apply to
olderworkers. First, protectionsagainst
discrimination in employment decisionsfor employeeesages 40 to 70 are
provided in the Age Discrimination in
EmploymentAct,as amended in 1978.
This means that job assignments,
trainingopportunities,prnmotions,pay
raises and other personnel decisions
must be made without regard to employee age. Litigation under ADEA is
escalating, and the most frequent
problem isdiscriminatorytermination.
Penalties and legal costs can be
high.The lack of intentto discriminate
is not regarded as a satisfactory de-

fense. Businesses can respond with a
systematic program of HR management,includingcareerplanningforall
ages,carefu I performance assessment,
counseling, and flexible retirement
provisions.'
Second, the Social Security Act
(Title II) is financed by a tax on employees, administered by the governmentand provided to retirees,spouses
and children &survivors of retirees.
Because social security is geared to an
age 65 retirement plan, many people
believe a company can require retirement atage 65,even though they may
wish to work longer. Social security
benefits peak in value at age 64 and
decline thereafter. Social security has
the effect of reducing the employment
ofolder people by limiting the amount
of work per year and restricting job
choice.e
• Age stereotyping. Positive and
negative age stereotyping is common
inoursociety. Weareallfamiliarwith
statements such as "over the hill" and
"never too old to learn." Like these
familiar sayings, managers and workers may not even be aware of age
stereotyping as it occurs in the workplace. For example, older employees
are often perceived as having a lower
performance capacity and potential
for development. There are concerns
of declining physical capacity, which
may be partially correct. Physical
functioning and health should be
evaluated on an individual basis. The
reality is that older employees tend to
be stable and interpersonally competent. However,the years of waiti ng for
the retirement party and gold watch
are rapidly disappearing.9
Such stereotypes are not easily
overcome and special efforts are required. Policies should be developed
forolderworkers. Traininganddevelopment should be tied to policy and
strategic planning and directed toward
eliminating job-related stereotypes,
bias and discrimination. Accordingto
Rosen and )erdee, a representative
agenda for training might consist of
SEPTEMBER 1491
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programs with these titles: Managing
Older Workers, Value Differences
Between Younger and Older Workers,
Heightening the Awareness of Age
Stereotypes,Special Problems Between
Young Managers and Senior Employees, Problems Between Proteges and
Their Mentors, and Effective Confrontation of Poor Performers.10
•EAP Assessment Issues. There are
a number of elements that are essential for assessing employment decisionsbased onperformance, potential
and health of older employees. Assessmentsystems must be sound,suggestingthe use of a geriatric specialist.
An understanding of the physical and
psychological requirements of each
jobmustbe integratedwith knowledge
of the developmental stages and psychological issues of old age. Medical
evaluations should emphasize the capabilities of the older employee and
the limitations associated with an injury or illness. Ongoing training must
be provided to staff to i ncrease knowledge regarding stress factors, special
mental health issues,and employment
and retirement decisions of older
people.
Another special area of ongoing
training for EAP staff is the confrontation of poor performers."
•Joband Individual Obsolescence:
Job obsolescence occurs when jobs
d isappear because tech nology changes
or demand for products and services
drops. Individual obsolescenceoccurs
when people fall behind in learning
new tools and technologies. Older
employees are especially susceptible
to job and individual obsolescence,
both of which should be continually
assessed at all career levels. Prevention should occurthrough an ongoing
evaluation and special training programs.1z
It seems as though issues related to
serving families and keeping employeesfocused and productive by helping
them resolve non-work issues has
been thrust on EAP professionals rather
suddenly. Keeping professionals on
the leadingedgeofemployerresponses
to work/family issues—and away from
obsolescence in the practice of employee assistance—will mean acquiring expertise in new areas. Program
planning built on the life-cycle approach is vital to EAPs now and will be
moreso in the years ahead.
42.
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We meet the problem of dual diagnosis head-on. We can
succeed even with your treatment resistant patients.
The Dual-Focus Program provides asingle-setting, comprehensive treatment in a warm, 12-step oriented milieu. Our
interdisciplinary staff of experienced professionals effectively
blends current psychiatric and substance abuse models to
meet the needs of each individual patient.
Located conveniently on Manhattan's Upper East Side,
Gracie Square Hospital is a 220-bed, 31 year old facility in
the forefront of high quality psychiatric care. For admissions
and other inquiries regarding the Dual-Focus Program call:

(212)988-4400 x476/540

Dual-Focus Program

G~~

Gracie Square Hospital, Inc. I
420 East 76th Street, Nezv York, NY 10021

QUALITY CARE
and
PERSONAL REGARD

Gmrir Sgi~nre Hnspitnl is approved(or Blire Cross and nmst major medical insurance.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND CER7'IFICATIO~N

The PDH-Approval Process for Training
he EACC has taken further steps
to serve CEAPs and the recertification process. In response to
requests to simplify the Professional
Development Hours (PDH) approval
process for training, the EACC has
eliminated the requirement that trainingapplications beendorsed by either
an EAPA chapter or five CEAPs prior to
submission to the Commission. This
should eliminateconsiderabletimeand
effortforthetrainingsponsorand EAPA
chapter.
COST OF PROCESSING TRAINING

Fees for applying for approval of training remain at $25 for EAPA chapters
and regions and $50 for all others.
However, a change related to fees has
been made:
A $2fee wiII be charged for each
Block of Training after the 12th
Block on a singleApplication for
PDH Training (i.e. 13 or more
Blocks of Training).
The EACC has reviewed many different ways to cost out the approval of
training. This particular change is to

cover the cost where the most effort, is
incurred by the EACC. Reviewing
training applications with multiple
Blocks ofTraining—insome instances
as many as 30 or more on a single
application—is very time consuming,
and forms and other related items to
process such training add to the cost.
SIMPLIFICATION OF FORMS

The EACC will be revising the forms
currently used for applying for PDHs
in order to simplify them where possible.However,the current procedures
make the applicant think through the
training event and insures that approved events are of high quality as
much as possible.
We have heard from CEAPs that
they would like the training to be
"graded" in some manner as to describe whether the training is for a
"new" CEAP versus a CEAP who has
been in the field much longer. The
EACC will be looking into how to
develop this as part of the approval
process.
An example of this is found in the
program for the EAPA National Con-

EACC-Approved Training by Content Areas
Total hours of training
(Pct. in parens)
Content

1991
(6 months, through
June 21, 1991)

ference, scheduled for November 913 in St. Louis. The Internal EAPs,
External EAPs, Labor, Treatment and
Research tracks have been identified
as "Advanced," where applicable, to
help attendees identify the level ofthe
workshop.
As training continues to become
more available, many issues like this
will be addressed more often.
EAPA CHAPTERS

The EACC would like to take this time
to thank the EAPA chapters for their
continued support of training for
CEAPs. By far,the chapters are providing most of the training in Content
Areas 3 and 4. The chart below shows
the training that was approved for
PDHs by the EACC from July 1, 1989
C*~

to July 1, 1991.

MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
E~~PLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
FILE II
U MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

Area

1989
(6 months)

1990
(12 months)

CA/1

61 (1.9%)

375 (2.8%)

194 (2.8%)

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

CA/2

147 (4.5%)

885 (6.8%)

518 (7.5%)

24 Minutes

CA/3

410 (12.8%)

1,759 (13.5%)

897(13.0%)

Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape (all formats).

CA/4

419 (13.1 %)

1,783 (13.7)

729 (10.6%)

CA/5

1,493 (46.5%)

5,123 (39.4%)

2,775 (40.4%)

CA/6

678 (12.1 %)

3,057(23.5°/a)

1,754 (25.5%)

Totals

3,208

12,982

6,867

Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Price $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Motivision, Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Call(914)684.0110

~

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH:8 MINUTES.
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LEAP Numbers Continue Growing!
nounced the conferral of 285 new
One
CEAPs who passed the May 11,

could reasonably expect
thatthe numberofindividuals
seekingconferral as aCertified Employee Assistance Professional
(CEAP) would level off after severalyears of high participation in
the designation program. This
has not been the case, as high
numbers of people continue to
seek the status of professional in
employee assistance programming. The Employee Assistance
Certification Commission has an-

1991 exam. This brings the total
number of CEAPs to about 4,500,

proof that the EAP field continues
to grow in the business and labor
communities and that CEAP designation istherecognized markof
professional competence.

~ EMPLOYEE ~
ASSISTANCE
CERTIFICATION
COMMISSION

,.e~

1e/.

6

EAPA congratulates the newest
entrants to the EAP profession.

Their names follow.

\TgeLISHE01/
Heidi Adair, OK
Michael D. Alexander, GA
Charles W. Anderson, WA

Carl J. Augustinho, RI
Terry V. Avinger, PA
Herbert Baasch, NJ
Cal D. Bailey, GA
Earle Bain, Nova Scotia,
Cananda
Diana B. Barnes, MA
Heidi H. Beach, MA
James Beistle, CA
William Bereki, CA
Nicoletta Betts, OH
Gary Bisogna, NY
Florence L. Black, PA
Claire C. Boland, FL
Richard Boone, MI
Nancy S. Bostain, CO
Karen W. Bower, UT
Selwyn L. Boyer, IL
Robert Brady, NY
Robert ). Brandt, CA
Joyce Braun-Stoner, NY
Patricia Bringardner, OH
Marion A. Brink, MA
Patricia Brooks, IN
Paul W. Brower, CA
Laura Brown, TX
Darrell E. Buchanan, TX

James Burchell, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Kathie Burridge, MA
Barbara Busbey, TX
Sandy Butterfield, CA
Richard Buxton, PA
44
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Auretta G. Cage, CA
Laura Calcaterra, TX

Paul Caldwell, NH
Robert L. Cannon, KY
Judith M. Cantwell, GA
Santina Cardoni, VA
Gerry A. Carew, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Alfred Carmichael, MI
James T. Carpenter, MI
Irene G. Carroll, NC
Mary A. Case, NE
Garrett Casey, MA
Sandra A. Cavette, MI
Janet L. Chipman, FL
Joseph E. Chookiewicz, FL
Jeffrey Christie, TX
Stanley J. Cogley,)r., VA
Cheryl L. Cohen-Berek, NJ
James R. Comstock, CA
Anne T. Connell, CA
Lisa Cooper-Lucas, MD
)oanella M. Corbett,
Alberta, Canada
William R. Corey, MI
Micahel Coughlin, Ontario,
Canada
Bob Culberson, TN
Courtenay Culp, MD
Carol Anne Currie, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Lou Curry, MI
George D'Agostino, NY
Cynthia D'Anna, CA
Thomas L. Dages, IN
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Robert Darby, IL
Gayle Davis, TX
Richard T. Davis, OH
Ken Deangelis, VT
Judy Del Regno, OH
Deanna M. Delosh, NY

Jean Denes, NJ
Frederick Desantis, OH
Lorna K. Dexter, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Harry Dietrich, Jr., NJ
James A. Divittorio, OH
Laura A. Dohrmann, OK
Jay P. Douglas, VA

Joyce Drysdale, GA
Timothy Dunmore, MI

Robert W. Eamon, Nova
Scotia, Canada
Kathy A. Eaton, LA
Denise Eaves, IL
Elizabeth T. Edwards, NC

Jacob Elliott, OH
Jeffrey D. Elliott, WV
Edward L. Emerson, WA
Robert M. Emerson, CA

Thomas Fabini, OH
John E. Fertig, IL
John Foley, IL
Charlotte Forsyth, WV
Leslie S. Fox, CO
Steven M. Fraga, CA
Marjorie G. Frank, MI
.Marion Fritsch, NJ

William M. Gaito, CA
Dinah I. Garant, MA
Judith L. Garey, TX
Michael B. Garfield, IL
Marjorie Ann Garner,
Alberta, Canada
Gregory Gentry, LA
Linda M. Gentry, CA
Clare Glubaskas, MI
John T. Going, NY
Nancy M. Gomez, OH
Dennis I. Goodwin, TN
Deborah B. Graham, SC
Mary D. Grauer, MI
Suzanne H. Gregory, VA
Nancy S. Grimme, MN
Jeffrey Hamilton, OH

Lesley D. Hardrill,
Dana Hardy, CA
Bernestine Harris, MI
Raymond P. Harris, MA
Sally H. Harvey, CA
John Hastie, WV
Roger W. Hastings, MA
Michael Hayden, MA
Adrian N. Head, OH
Carolyn B. Healy, IL
John E. Heidemann, MI
Robert P. Henley, NC
Lee V. Herbert, OH
Laura Hernandez-Paine, PA
Janice Hill, CA
John M. Hooks, MI
Laura Hora, TX
Ronald Horner, NC
Rose M. Howard, NJ

Paul D. I-Ircalicka ,MP
TimotHy Hurley, MI

Anthony D. Irvin, PA

Richard Jack, VT
Barbara Jackson, IL
)ill Jacquinn, NJ
Brenda C. James, AL

Gwendolyn Johnson, MD
Phillip D. Johnson, MN
Reuben C. Johnson, WA
C. E. Johnson-Anderson,
GA
Stephen K. Jurentkuff, VA
Barbara Keaton, PA
Judith H. Keller, PA
Paul W. Kelly, IL
Suzanne A. Kelly, NC
James J. Kennedy, Ontario,
Canada
Joan M. Kennedy, MA
Martin J. Kennedy, MI
Edward J. Kimball, WV
Lawrence A. Knannlein,
OH
Gary L. Knoebel, IA
Dianne K. Kolberg, TX
John Koton, NY
Thomas Kraft, MI
Frederick P. Kroog, NJ
Ligaya S. Lanni, MI
Thomas P. Leathers, MI
Jay B. Y. Lee, FL
Robert Lenhardt, MA
Carole Leroy, WI
Nancy H. Lindstrom, MN
Hal Linebarger, CA
Lauren Livermore, CA
John Marai, Ontario,

Canada
Art Marshall, UT
Carolyn Maue, PA
Lisa May, NY
Alice E. McAndrew, VA
Joan McCarthy, HI
Robert W. McClellan, NY
J. Robert McDonald, CT
Kathleen McGettigan, PA
Anita McKarney, Nova
Scotia, Canada
John B. McKinley, ME
James J. McMillen, PA
Robert McNamara, TX

Harold F. Mellott, WV
Tom W. Mihokanich, MN
Gail S. Miller, CT
Marcia Miller, IL
Susan M. Miller, CA
James S. Mitchell, NY
John F. Moe, IN
Elizabeth E. Moon, NY
Mary Helen Morosko, TX
Sherrill T. Morrish, CA

Vaughn Mosher, Bermuda
Pamela J. Murnin, NY
Robert W. Mussman, IN
Carolyn Nienhius-Horner,
OH
Martha Nowell, MS
Phyllis Ochs, NY
Michael A. Omalley, MA
Patricia Oxford, TX
Mary Jane Pabisz, MA
Ruben Pacheco, NJ
Lee P. Page, N H
Bert M. Palagyi, NY
Charlotte Paliani, CA
Cornelia Parker, OH
Evelyn Parker-Gaspard, TX
Margaret Patterson, CA
Janet M. Pauly, WI

Kevin Peterca, OH
John A. Pfundstein, NY
Daniel J. Piekarz, WI
Larry Plotter, MI
Barbara A. Pipkins, TX

Deborah A. Plonkey, SC
Terry W. Poucher, NC
William ). Rachor, Jr., PA
Donna Ray, MD
Rosemary Readus, TN
Dennis J. Reardon, TX
Barbara H. Reece, IL
E. Rick Richardson, NY
Cheryl M. Riley, WV
Terry E. Rogers, MI
Julia Romero, AZ
Donald W. Ross, TX
Ada Lynn Rutledge, CA
Amy Sabsowitz, PA
Pamela Sachs, NJ
Alan F. Savitt, N)
Lena Saylor, OH
Frank Scarpati, AZ
John R. Schuster, OH
Heide Sedwick, PA
Mery E. Seeman, NY

Deborah C. Shapiro, CT
James Shaw, NY
Carol Sheffield, MI
Patricia Shepardson, MA
David E. Shinoskie, OH
Frank N. Shiromoto, CA
Nancy Shultz, IL
Gregory Simmons, NY
Steven Skoler, NY
Diana G. Sloan, OK
Cathy Barton Smith, CA
Elizabeth A. Smith, NJ
Francis C. Spring, Jr., MA
Art Stepanian, MI
Larry V. Stockman, TX
Robert W. Stringham, UT
Mary D. Sutter, ME
David Sutton, IN

Ronald L. Tapscott, AZ
James R. Tartaglia, MI
Thomas J. Taylor, Jr., MI
Victoria C. Thal, TN
Vernice Thomas, NC
George E. Thorn, OH

Miriam Thrailkill, NC
Terry B. Tingley,
Joan F. Tinsky, FL
Joanne Tolbert, IL
John J. Trant, Jr., IL
John Tripp, IL
Jack Truax, IL

Sabina Ubell, CA
Ronald Van Treuren, IN
William W. Valade, OK
Sam Vickery, CA
Veronica A. Vienneau,
Nova Scotia, Canada
Timothy Wagner, OH
CY Wannarka, CA
Janet D. Ward, IL
K. David Watts, OH
Charles A. Weis, FL
Patricia K. Whitmer, VT
Alfred E. Wiers, CA
Wilbur Wiggins, NY
Elizabeth Williams, OH
Madeline Williams, NJ
Randolph M. Williams,
TX
Vicki J. Williams, OH
Robert J. Willis, CA
B. J. Wilson, KS
Reginald Winston, IL
Paul H. Wragg, MD
Andrew Yates, TN
Tom T. Yei, WA

(~

COCHRAN HOUSE/COCHRAN CENTER
EXTENDED CARE PIZO~RAMS
For EXTENDED CARE, consider COCHRAN PROGRAMS. We offer:
~ Supportive Living
~ Family Program
~ EAP Specialists

~ 1-1 Counseling
~ 90-1SO Day Programs
~ Tutor

~ AA/NA/ACOA
~ Employment Required
~ Special Interest Groups

~ Volunteer Program

~ Complimentary Video

We provide an up-do-date lecture series, detoxification, relapse program and transportation to and from employment. A costeffective means to develop responsibility, the work ethic and a healthy lifetstyle for chemically dependent males, ale l ~ and up.
612-43?-4585 for information/intake
1200 E. 18th St., Hastings, MN 55033
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i WORKSHOPS

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION
•Examination date: December 14,
1991. Application deadline: October
31, 1991.
• Examination date: May 9, 1992.
Application dead I i ne:March 15,1992.
•Examination date: November 14,
1992. Application deadline: September 28, 1992.
• Examination date: May 8, 1993.
Application deadline: October 15,
1993.
For further information contact:
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, c/o EAPA,Inc., 4601 N.
Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington,
VA 22203;(703)522-6272.

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING
EAPA Western New England Chapter, October 8, November 17, and
December 11. Contact Ronald Sawyer at(413) 593-9236.
Gannon University, October 9,
October 16, November 20, December 4, December 11, January 15,
January 22, February 5, February 12,
February 26, March 11, March 18,
April 1, April 8, April 22, May 13,and
May 22, in Erie, PA. Contact Darcy
Young, Villa Maria College, at (814)
838-5506.
Gwinett Treatment Center, October 11 in Norcross, GA. Contact Dan
Dawson at(404) 729- 0044.
Ohio Institute for Addiction Studies. • In Cleveland: October 11, 18
and 28;October 31-November 1; November 14-15 and 21,22,23;January
17 and 31, 1992; February 7 and 21;
March 12-13;April 3 and 16;and May
1 and 7-8, 1992. • In Dayton: October 25, November 7-8; December 56; January 24, 1992; March 5-6; and
May 1, and 14-15.
In Columbus:
January 10, 1992; February 13 and
28;and April 10.• In Toledo: November 21-22. Contact William MocW
Jacqueline Fox at(216) 226-2721.
EAPA Erie/Ontario Chapter, October 15, December 17 and February
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18, 1992 in Buffalo, NY. Contact
Steven Hanson, CEAP at (716) 8852261 x2179.
Hyland Training Institute/ St.
Anthony's Medical Center, St. Louis,
MO, October 18, October 25, November 8, and December 6. Contact
Gwyn Harvey at(314) 525-1807.
EAPA Pyramid Chapter, Memphis
TN, October 18, November 15, and
January 17, 1992. Contact Patrick
Minderman at(9011 227-7061.
R.A.P.P.Seminars,Inc.,October 18
in Grand Rapids, MI,and November 1
in Detroit. Contact Daine Campbell at
(313)499-4366 or (313) 355-5860.
Northwestern Institute,October 21
and November 18 in Fort Washington,
PA.Contact: Jacqueline Kwait at(215)
641-5397.
New Hampshire Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Counselors, November 1 in
Manchester, NH. Contact Anna King
at(603)472-5527.
Meadow Wood Hospital in New
Castle, DE, November 7, December 5,
February 6, March 5, April 2, May 7,
and June 4. Contact Laura Kerns at
(302) 328-3330.
EAPA Washington, D.C. Chapter,
November 21. Contact: Dorothy K.
Blum at(202) 786-7505.
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Cochran House/Cochran
Center
Design Systems
Dual-Focus
FLI Learning Systems
Managed Care Systems
Medipay
Motivision
NAADAC
Opportunities
Progress Valley, Inc.

OTHER CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS
The Training Clinic wi I I present many
Train-The-Trainer-Workshops September 1991-February 1992. The programs will be presented in many major cities. For more information call:
(213)430-2484 or (800) WE-SHOWU.
Certification in Stress Management
Education, a workshop and certification examination in Los Angeles, CA
on October 25-27 and in Colorado
Springs, CO in March 1992. For more
information contact:(303)420-2902.
The Pennsylvania Association of
Colleges and Universities, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania Departments of Health and Education,
will sponsor a conference entitled
"Campus Substance Use Issues: The
Year 2000 and Beyond,"October 1416 in Harrisburg, PA. For more information contact: Rick Voight at(717)
232-8639.
The EAPA Kansas City Chapter wi
hold its sixth annual conference on
October 18 in Kansas City, MO. The
theme will be "CHALLENGE '91."
PDHs have been applied for. For more
information contact Brian Garner,
Southwestern Bell EAP, at (816) 2752668.
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REAP of Milford, Inc.
Rutgers University
Sahuaro Vista Ranch
The SASSI Institute
Southwestern EAP
Three Wishes Press
Xpression Products

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

32
17

Blind ad
Central Intelligence Agency

The National Association of AddictionTreatment Providers(NAATP)

will present a clinical appeals workshop inKansas City, MO,October 1718. The workshop wi II be held at the
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza. For more
information call Ken Estes at (714)
837-3038.
The International Counseling
Center (ICC), in cooperation with
George Washington University, announce two upcoming certificate
training programs to be held October
17-20 and February 13-16, 1992 at
the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Wash-
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ington, D.C. For more information
contact ICC at (202) 483-0700.
Performance Resource Press announce the following Student Assistance conferences: •The Canadian
National, November 8-10, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. •The Midwest,
November 16-19, Dearborn,MI.•The
1992 Midwest, November 7-9, 1992,
Milwaukee, WI. •The Southeast,
January 18-20, 1992, Orlando, FL. •
The Northeast, February 2-4, 1992,
Pittsburgh, PA. •The Southwest,
March 8-10,1992,San Antonio,TX.•
The National Student Assistance Con-
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ference,April8-12,1992, KansasCity,
MO. •The Western Student Assistance Conference; May 17-19, 1992,
Irvine,CA.Also announced:The North
American Congress on Employee AssistancePrograms will be held August
6-9, 1992 in Toronto, Ontario;
Canada. Contact the PRP Conference
Department at(313) 588-7733.
.REAP of Milford, Inc. presents a
preparatory course for the Certification Exam for Employee Assistance
Professionals, November 22-24 in
New Haven, CT. Call (203) 8743639.
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